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Enhancing Lives 
Through Innovative 

Healthcare
That’s our mission at Golden 
LivingCenters. We strive to 
help you return to your active 
life after surgery or illness. 
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Rehab therapy, clinical expertise 
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we provide a well-rounded 
recovery plan to meet your 

help you regain mobility and 
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By Sondra Shapiro

I always considered myself a nurturing 
person. Though I don’t have children, 
I am a classic hoverer and worrier — 

a regular Johnny-on-the-spot whenever 
friends or family require emotional or 
medical support. When it comes to taking 
care of the family cats, there’s nothing I 
won’t do for them — shots, pills, enemas, 
staying up all night to watch over them 
when they’re sick. 

So I was disturbed to discover I harbor 
a dark side. It began a couple of days into 
caring for my husband, who had surgery 
on his right foot. Since he was in a cast, on 
crutches and unable to drive, he required 

help with everything.

Before the surgery, 
I convinced him and 

myself that I was not only up for caregiv-
ing tasks, I’d be happy to perform them. 
“I’ll take such great care of you,” was a 
mantra I proclaimed with nauseating 
cheeriness. This proclamation was as much 
to soothe the guilty psyche of my normally 
active, athletic, obsessively chore-driven 
husband — a man of constant motion — 
as it was to reaffirm to myself that I was 
willingly embarking on a role I was born 
to play.

Now that I look back, my high regard 
for my abilities was bound to be quashed. 
Please do not judge me harshly — I’ve 
already done so. The purpose of my con-
fession is to relay the new respect and 
empathy I have for those of you who are 
providing care 24/7 with no end in sight. 

One of the most difficult challenges has 
been the struggle to keep my husband’s 
spirit from sinking into a dark abyss — 
while trying to keep my own from plum-
meting. 

We are normally an equal partnership 
when it comes to chores and responsibility, 
but during David’s convalescence I natural-
ly assumed all household responsibilities in 
addition to taking care of him. At the end 
of the day, exhaustion stole my Pollyanna 
demeanor, leaving behind Nurse Ratchet, 
who huffed and puffed her way through 
caregiving duties. And, believe me, David 
noticed and commented, adding guilt to 
my waning self image. “Do you know you 
have been constantly sighing all day?” he 
said about a week into our new family 
dynamic.

I know he expected me to perform each 
task with a smile, if for no other reason 
than because he hates thinking he is put-
ting someone out — my occasional bad 
attitude was a reminder of his dependence.

I felt horrible that he felt he was incon-
veniencing me, because I truly wanted him 
to relinquish his sense of helplessness and 
concentrate on healing.

Friends called, insisting that I needed 
“me” time, offering to take me out for a 
few hours. I often declined because I didn’t 
want to leave my husband alone, helpless. 
How selfish could I be? Instead, I stayed 
home, wallowing in resentment, which 
didn’t help either of us — and which was 
ultimately an act of selfishness. I should 
have gone out for a while to recharge for 

both of our sakes.
Much is written about caregiver burn-

out, but what I learned is the care receiver  
suffers emotional stress, too. 

For a normally active, independent per-
son who hates being waited on, David has 
had an especially difficult time depending 
on others. My normally, even-tempered, 
light-hearted life-mate has been grouchy, 
argumentative and depressed. “I can’t even 
carry a dish,” he lamented with regular-
ity. His dependence on me to drive him 
everywhere made him a nagging, back seat 
driver — unconscious actions, I am sure, 
to help him feel empowered. 

His forays into independence caused 
us both misery. Like when he tried to help 
me unpack the car with his attempt to bal-
ance a bag while walking on crutches. That 
didn’t end well and upset him and me.

He has resisted adding anything more 
to my daily tasks. He put off a much need-
ed hair cut because he didn’t want to ask 
me to take him, or a visit his sick brother 
because I was tired when I get home from 
work.

At one point, David accused me of 
being a bad caregiver, asking “If this is 
how you are now, what will you be like 
later if I ever need more prolonged care?” 
His words stung because he verbalized a 
fear I was beginning to harbor. One which 
I never would have equated with myself 
before I began this caregiving journey. 

That comment was made during a 
simple request for a bowl of cereal. It was 
10 p.m. on a weekend night and I had just 
sunk down in my La Z Boy® to vegetate in 
front of the TV, when he proclaimed, “I’m 
going down to get a bowl of cereal.” To 
which I angrily retorted, “You know you 
can’t do that, so I guess I will go down-
stairs and get it for you.” 

Was it wrong of me at that moment 
to silently paraphrase the old Henny 
Youngman line “Take my husband please” 
— and return him when he’s back on his 
feet?

Our communication skills finally helped 
us get through David’s convalescence. After 
our frustration with each other get to a 
boiling point, we talked things out. Even 
though it was tough at times, we both 
learned to listen. I finally was able to look 
objectively at my behavior and decided I 
didn’t want to be that person. 

When we recite the marriage vows, “for 
better or worse, in sickness and in health” 
it’s more than rhetoric, it’s a promise, one I 
learned should be taken seriously. 

In retrospect, I ventured into my care-
giving role with high, not realistic expecta-
tions. I underestimated my all-too human 
stamina and attitude. In fact, I believe my 
rose colored glasses worked against me. 
When I couldn’t live up to my very high 
opinion of myself, I floundered. 

David is now crutch-free, though full 
recovery is a long way off and he is still 
unable to drive. In the grand scheme of 
things, I should have had very little to 
complain about, especially since my care-
giving duties were so temporary. 

Now, with the luxury of more time to 
myself, and some perspective, I realize I 
am actually grateful for this experience. 
Had I not had the opportunity to take my 
caregiving skills for a test run, it might 
have been worse later on if I found myself 

Just My 
Opinion

Temporary caregiving stint reveals a disturbing dark side

TEMPORARY page 10
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By Brian Goslow

For Elizabeth Souza, 62, of Amherst, 
that empty nest feeling started when 
her first child, Noah, began looking 

at perspective colleges in his junior year of 
high school in 1993.

“You have a foreshadowing,” said Souza, 
who researched the empty nest phenomenon 
for a 2003 dissertation as part of her doc-
toral degree in sociology requirements while 
attending the University of Massachusetts at 
Amherst. “You recognize one stage of life is 
changing and morphing into the next stage, 
which is more tentative and uncharted.”

Psychology Today defines 
“Empty Nest Syndrome” 
as “feelings of depression, 
sadness and/or grief experi-
enced by parents and care-
givers after children come 
of age and leave their child-
hood homes.” While the 
magazine suggests women 
are more likely than men to 
be affected, dads can also 
feel the pangs of children 
going out on their own. 

When the day came 
to leave Noah at Franklin 
and Marshall College in 
Lancaster, Penn., Souza 
was jumping for joy. 
Not so her husband, Bill 
Stapleton. “They do this 
convocation that’s a signal for parents that 
it’s time to go, it’ll be OK,” she said.

“When we went to say goodbye to Noah, 
he was nowhere to be found. It was a shock. 
On our way to his dorm, Bill was putting on 
his sunglasses — even though it was dark 
— because he was really emotional about 
leaving Noah at college.”

Souza and Stapleton’s initial empty nest 
period came to an unexpected halt when both 
their children returned home after graduating 
college. “Noah came home after three or four 
years in the workforce; Phoebe right after 
college,” Souza said. After working two years 
to raise the funds, her daughter enrolled in a 
nearby grad school, as did her brother. Their 
parents paid for their lodging elsewhere to 
cut the cord one final time.

Not all parents have the ability to assist 
their children to that extent and with today’s 
challenging economy and job market, more 
and more adult children are moving back 
home after earning their college degrees.

“This causes havoc for the parents,” said 
Dr. Marsha Vannicelli, a Cambridge-based 
licensed clinical psychologist. “They’re nei-
ther free or not free.” Often the returning 
adult children expect the same services 
provided when they were younger. “They 
expect to come home to hot meals waiting 
for them, their room picked up and laundry 
done for them.”

They also want to be “totally independent 
and no longer under the jurisdiction of 

parental rules with a declaration 
of ‘I’m an adult.’ ” This can cause 
agitation in the home. Vannicelli 
said negotiations are needed with 
the parents making it clear what’s 
expected of the adult child.

When she meets with parents 
facing this dilemma, Vannicelli 
tells them the key to not letting 
the situation get out of hand is to 
not reinforce pre-college entitle-
ment patterns. 

When Frank Armstrong and 
Ellen S. Dunlap of West Boylston 
brought their daughter, Libbie, to 

college in Ohio in 
2000, they knew 
that, in some 
ways, she wasn’t ready for it.

Neither were her par-
ents.

“I was heartbroken,” 
Dunlap said. “I didn’t see 
how I would live without 
her right there. As an only 
child, she was very close to 
both of us. Because I was 
afraid (of her daughter’s 
perceived unpreparedness 
for college), I cried most of 
the way home.”

When they returned from 
work each day — Armstrong 
is a lecturer in photography 
at Clark University; Dunlap 

is president of the American Antiquarian 
Society, both in Worcester — “we’d ask each 
other, ‘Did you hear from Libbie?’ She was, 
and still is, a big part of our lives,” Armstrong 
said. Eleven years later, they haven’t stopped 
asking.

Before Libbie left, Armstrong got a dog 
in anticipation of be-ing lonely without 
his daughter around. 
“That helped me con-
siderably,” he said.

The events of 9/11 
upset their daughter; 
then, after a close 
aunt died, Armstrong 
said, “she called and 
said, ‘I need to come 
home and rethink 
things.’ ” 

While she said it 
was hard knowing 
the difficulties their 
daughter was hav-
ing in school, when 
Libbie returned 
home, Dunlap was 
proud they had 
given her space to make her own mistakes 
and grow as a person. They gave her the sec-
ond floor of their home to live independently.

“We needed to give her room to grow up 
on her own terms; she just needed a little 
nudging,” Dunlap said. “We told her, ‘You 
have to get on with life,’” They encouraged 

her to find a volunteer position to get work 
experience, which eventually led to a full-
time position.

That loving support paid off two-fold: 
Libbie recently married and is living nearby.

Armstrong and Dunlap benefited from 
still being fully engaged in their careers when 
their daughter first left home and being will-
ing to adjust to new circumstances in her 
life. That’s not always the case for suddenly 
home alone parents.

Denial of the significance of the change 
can lead to impulsive and dysfunctional 
behaviors, said Dr. David M. Reiss, Interim 
Medical Director at Providence Behavioral 
Health Hospital in Holyoke. 

Weaknesses in the relationship, sim-
mering differences or hostilities will tend 
to come to the surface through this life-
changing event. There may be particular 
tension if one partner feels freed up while the 
other goes through a period of a significant 
sense of loss and grief.

Reiss said newly empty nester parents 
will contact him to seek help for sadness 
or grief or a loss of a sense of purpose — 

but very often, the 
presenting problem 
is marital/relation-
ship issues that may 
include affairs or 
over-indulging and 
spending or com-
plaints of depres-
sion. They have to 
be guided to iden-
tify and directly 
address the sense of 
grief, sadness and 
loneliness they’re 
feeling, he said.

Vannicelli sug-
gested that couples 
finding themselves 
in this dilemma try 

to reconnect to what brought them together 
in the beginning of their relationship and 
how they felt about each other when they 
wanted to make a family together. If they find 
there is not enough left to keep the marriage 
going, the couple should find an amicable 
way to end the marriage while keeping the 

family intact.
Becoming an empty nest-

er came unexpectedly for 
Lisa Mikulski, a Westbrook, 
Conn. single mom of two 
sons. She hadn’t even con-
sidered the prospect until her 
older son, David MacDonald, 
22, broke the news he was 
moving to Philadelphia with 
his best friend.

At the time, having young-
er son, Kyler Mikulski, 20, 
still at home, lessened the 
loss. Three months later, he 
suddenly announced he was 
moving to Boston; later that 
evening, a friend came over 

with a truck, helped him load his possessions 
into it, and off they went.

“That was bad,” Lisa Mikulski said. “I 
walked back and forth between each boy’s 
room. The following day, I had a work inter-
view during which I realized I had nobody 
to go home to. That lasted about 24 hours 
(after which) I adjusted to that easily and 
realized I like being on my own.”

In a single-parent family, the children 
leaving will generally create much more of 
a change or threat to the parent’s sense of 
identity, according to Reiss.

“There can be freeing-up of motivation 
to be more self-focused in a positive — or 
negative — way. There may be a sense of loss 
and confusion. Most of the time there will be 
both,” Reiss said. “Without a partner, there 
will be less availability for shared commisera-
tion and comforting and there may be more 
loneliness and a sense of disorientation. On 
the positive side, if the parent has a strong 
ability to tolerate independence, there is 
less chance to be caught up in having to 
re-structure a marriage/partnership.”

For their part, Mikulski’s two sons don’t 
feel guilty about their decision. Kyler said 
he visits his mom at least twice a month and 
sends her text messages often.

“I’ve spent hours with her (regarding the 
transition process) listening, talking, yelling, 
arguing, questioning, listening, lecturing, 
listening and listening some more,” he said. 
“I maintain a very special relationship with 
her. We both know that neither of us would 
be in the places that we are without the 
other — in a positive way.”

Asked what advice he would share with 
other offspring on helping their parents dur-
ing the empty nest transition period, Kyler 
Mikulski said, “Do good deeds. Let mom or 
dad know. It’ll reinforce their sanity more 
than you’d think.”

On the other hand, his brother, David 
MacDonald, noted he’s one of those people 
who isn’t big on regular communication. 
However, that doesn’t mean he isn’t thinking 
of his mother — and doesn’t love hearing 
from her. “Don’t wait for us to call you, we 
appreciate the occasional check up just as 
much (as you do),” he said.

Empty nest can be a good thing for parents

Lisa Mikulski with sons (from l 
to r) David MacDonald and Kyler 
Mikulski

Noah Stapleton, Elizabeth Souza, Phoebe Stapleton and Bill Stapleton 
(from l to r)

Frank Armstrong and Ellen S. Dunlap with 
daughter Libbie (from l to r) 

(photo by stephen dirado)
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Do You Want  
FREE HOUSING INFORMATION 

mailed to you? 

FREE HOUSING INFORMATION
(PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY) 

Name

Address

City                                       State            Zip

Phone

\Attn: Free Fifty Plus Housing Information
Fifty Plus Advocate, 131 Lincoln St., Worcester, MA 01605

z-2 
1.12

Affordable 55+ Apartments: 

 Lincoln Village - Worcester

Assisted Living Facilities: 

 Briarwood - Assisted Living, Worcester

Rest Homes: 

 Dodge Park - Rest Home, Worcester 

Subsidized Apartments: 

 Bet Shalom - Worcester 

 Colony Retirement - Worcester 

 Emanuel Village - Worcester 

 Green Hill Towers - Worcester 

 Illyrian Gardens - Worcester 

Peters Grove - Hudson 

 Village @ Ascension Heights  

     - Worcester

*We cannot process without your phone number. It will be used only in regard to the properties that 
you have marked. 

WASHINGTON —
Copays for brand-name drugs are 

going up — sharply in some cases.
Copays for preferred brand-name 

drugs will increase by 40 percent on aver-
age this year, and non-preferred brands 
will average nearly 30 percent more, 
according to a study by Avalere Health. 
Copays are the portion of the cost of each 
prescription that the customer pays the 
pharmacy.

Avalere, a data analysis firm that serves 
industry and government, says its find-
ings show that Medicare prescription 
plans are steadily shifting costs to chroni-
cally ill patients who need more expensive 
kinds of medications. At the same time, 
the plans are trying to keep costs in check 
for the majority whose conditions can be 
managed with less-expensive generics.

Medicare announced last summer that 
premiums for prescription plans would 
remain unchanged this year, an average 
of about $30 a month. But the govern-
ment’s numbers didn’t delve into detail on 
copays. The Avalere study shows that the 
plan with the lowest monthly premium 
may not always be the best deal.

“Seniors need to look beyond the pre-
mium to understand their drug benefit,” 
said Avalere CEO Dan Mendelson. “The 
more the cost burden gets shifted onto 
the patient who needs the medication, the 
more important it is for seniors to under-
stand that next level.”

Medicare officials took issue with the 
study, saying broad averages of prices 
charged by drug plans don’t determine 
what an individual beneficiary will end 
up paying.

“Everyone’s drug needs are going to be 
individual,” said Medicare deputy admin-
istrator Jon Blum. “You can’t make a gen-
eral conclusion until you look at the par-

ticular plan they are in and the particular 
drugs they are taking.”

Blum pointed out that President 
Barack Obama’s health care overhaul law 
is saving money for beneficiaries with 
high drug costs, providing a 50 percent 
discount on brand-name drugs for those 
who fall into Medicare’s “doughnut hole” 
coverage gap.

The administration is highly sensi-
tive to criticism of its stewardship of 

Medicare. After Obama’s 
health care law cut the 
program to finance cov-
erage for the uninsured, 
many seniors responded 
by voting for Republicans 
in the 2010 congressional 
elections.

Medicare covers about 
47 million seniors and dis-
abled people, and about 
9 in 10 beneficiaries have 
some kind of prescription 
drug plan. Most rely on 
the prescription program, 
also known as Part D, 
which is delivered through 
private insurance plans.

The Avalere study 
found that copays for pre-
ferred brand-name drugs 
will increase to an aver-
age of $40.60 this year, 
up from $29.01 currently. 
Preferred brands are usu-
ally drugs for which the 
prescription drug plan has 
negotiated a discount with 
the manufacturer.

Copays for non-pre-
ferred brand drugs will 
rise to $91.67 on average, 
from $71.52 last year.

Beneficiaries will also 
pay a bigger share of the cost of specialty 
drugs, which can exceed $1,000 or more 
per prescription. The share for 2012 
averages about 32 percent, up from 27 
percent last year. Specialty drugs include 
many of the newer treatments for chronic 
diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis and 
multiple sclerosis, as well as next genera-
tion anti-cancer drugs that come as pills.

By contrast, copays for preferred 
generics will remain stable, averaging 
$3.79. And copays for non-preferred 
generics will drop to $9.90, a 43 percent 
reduction from the current $17.29.

Medicare prescription plans usually 
have several levels of coverage — each 
with a different level of cost-sharing for 
the patient. The most common kind of 
plan has five levels: preferred generics, 
non-preferred generics, preferred brands, 
non-preferred brands and specialty drugs.

Since the Avalere figures are averages 
for the entire program, actual costs could 
vary markedly by medication, plan and 
region of the country.

The study also found big differences 
in the total number of drugs covered 
by the top 10 plans. Topping the list is 
the Humana Enhanced plan, which will 
cover nearly 80 percent of the more than 
2,300 Medicare drugs. By comparison, 
the WellCare Classic plan will cover just 
under half. — AP

Higher copays seen for 
Medicare brand-name drugs
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Our family taking  
care of yours

Memories 

Creating Meaningful Funeral Ceremonies  
and Gatherings
We can help your family capture the  
special life of your loved one.
Memory tables and boards - share the special  
moments of a lifetime with photo and hobby displays

Music - provide a soothing background that sets  
a comforting tone for our gathering

Video tribute - display a lasting keepsake  
of treasured memories

Eulogy - express your love  
and precious memories

We’re available to answer all your questions.

Serving all faiths

Richard S. Mansfield, Director   
www.milesfuneralhome.com

Your Advance Planning Information Center

WASHINGTON —
Medicare says it’s launching a national 

experiment to improve care for seniors, 
and hopefully save taxpayers money as 
well.

Officials announced last month that 
32 networks of doctors and hospitals 
around the country are becoming Pioneer 
Accountable Care Organizations, or 
ACOs.

Behind the acronym is a coordinated 
approach to medicine so that risks like 

high blood pressure and elevated blood 
sugars are managed better and patients 
get help leading a healthier lifestyle.

The networks will be eligible for finan-
cial rewards if they improve care and 
lower costs.

About 860,000 of Medicare’s 47 mil-
lion beneficiaries will be involved in the 
test. They’ll still be free to go to any doc-
tor.

Officials hope the test will lead to a 
new model for all of Medicare. — AP

Medicare launches experiment to improve care

Picking a specialist for a delicate medi-
cal procedure like a heart bypass could 
get a lot easier in the not-too-distant 

future.
The government announced that 

Medicare will finally allow its extensive 
claims database to be used by employers, 
insurance companies and consumer groups 
to produce report cards on local doctors 
and hospitals.

By analyzing masses of billing records, 
experts can glean such critical informa-
tion as how often a doctor has performed 
a particular procedure and get a general 
sense of problems such as preventable com-
plications.

Doctors will be individually identifiable 
through the Medicare files, but personal 
data on their patients will remain confi-
dential. Compiled in an easily understood 
format and released to the public, medical 

report cards could become a powerful tool 
for promoting quality care.

Medicare acting administrator Marilyn 
Tavenner called the new policy “a giant step 
forward in making our health care system 
more transparent and promoting increased 
competition, accountability, quality and 
lower costs.”

Early efforts to rate physicians using 
limited private insurance data have thus 
far focused on primary care doctors, but 
Medicare’s rich information could provide 
the numbers to start rating specialists as 
well. Consumers will see the first perfor-
mance reports late this year, said a Medicare 
spokesman.

Medicare officials say they expect 
nonprofit research groups in California, 
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Massachusetts and 
other states to jump at the chance to use 
the data. With 47 million beneficiaries and 

Feds to allow use of Medicare data to rate doctors
virtually every doctor and hospital in the 
country participating, Medicare’s database 
is considered the mother lode of health care 
information.

Tapping it has 
largely been for-
bidden because 
of a decades-old 
court ruling that 
releasing the infor-
mation would vio-
late the privacy of 
doctors. Insurance 
companies tried to 
fill the gap using 
their own claims 
data, but their files 
are nowhere near 
as comprehensive 
as Medicare’s

Following ap-
peals from law-
makers of both 
parties on Capitol 
Hill, President Barack Obama’s health care 
overhaul changed federal law to explic-
itly authorize release of the information. 
Medicare followed through in regulations 
issued Dec. 5.

Companies will use the data analyses 
in their annual updates to their insurance 
plans. Early ratings efforts using insur-
ance company data have lacked sufficient 
statistical power to rank specialists. The 
numbers of cases of cancer and serious 
heart problems in the younger, working-
age population simply weren’t big enough. 

The Medicare data could change that, since 
older people are more prone to chronic 
illnesses.

Doctors groups 
that fought for 
years to prevent 
release of the 
Medicare data, 
have lately shifted 
to putting condi-
tions on its use.

For example, 
Medicare’s rule 
gives individual 
providers the right 
to see their infor-
mation before it is 
publicly released, 
and 60 days to 
challenge it.

The American 
Medical Associa-
tion had previ-
ously argued that 

such data could be misleading to untrained 
consumers. For example, a surgeon who has 
lots of patients who develop complications 
may actually be a top practitioner who 
takes cases that others less skilled would 
turn away.

Medicare says it will screen the analyti-
cal methods of groups that are requesting 
access to the data. The organizations will 
have to meet other qualifications, such as 
having access to claims data of their own. 
And they will have to pay for access to the 
Medicare files. — AP

http://www.milesfuneralhome.com
http://www.oriolhealthcare.com
mailto:admissions@oriolhealthcare.com
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A Non-Profit Organization  
Dedicated to Quality  

Care and Christian Love

For more information contact:
Angela M. Penny 

Director of Admissions & Marketing

300 Barber Avenue
Worcester, MA 01606

1183 Main Street
Worcester, MA 01603

Bet Shalom / Apartments
Bet Shalom Apartments is an attractive subsidized complex 
dedicated to serving 62 years of age and older as well as mobility 
impaired of any age. It is located at 475 Chandler Street in 
Worcester, Mass. The property has 95 one-bedroom apartments. 
Several units are barrier free with easy  
access for the mobility impaired.

All units include the following: 

 

In addition, the property has one laundry room with economical 
card-operated machines and one community room for use by 

residents. There is 24-hour emergency maintenance service and 
the maintenance superintendent lives on site. There is also a 

management office located on site.

Call the office today @ 508 791-1188  

to receive your application.

Professionally Managed by Barkan Management Company.

• Central heating

• Electricity and Air 
conditioning

• Wall to wall carpeting

• Stove, refrigerator, and 
garbage disposal 

• Emergency pull chords

• On-site parking.

By Lauran Neergaard  

WASHINGTON —

D.J. Soviero wanted the least treatment 
that would beat back her small, 
early-stage breast cancer, but her first 

doctor insisted she had only one option: 
tumor removal followed by radiation and 
chemotherapy.

Then she found a novel program at the 
University of California, San Francisco 
(UCSF) that gave her an unbiased evaluation 
of the pros and cons of all treatment options.

“I realized that I didn’t need to use a 
sledgehammer. It was my choice,” said 
Soviero, who went with the lumpectomy 
and radiation, but refused the chemo.

It’s an unthinkable notion for a gen-
eration raised on the message that early 
cancer detection saves lives, but specialists 
say more tumors actually are being found 
too early. That is raising uncomfortable 
questions about how aggressively to treat 
early growths — in some cases, even how 
aggressively to test — along with a push 
for more of the informed-choice programs 
such as the one Soviero used.

“The message has been, ‘Early detection, 
early detection, early detection.’ That’s true 
for some things but not all things,” said Dr. 
Laura Esserman, a breast cancer specialist at 
UCSF. She helped lead a study that found 
mammography is increasing diagnoses of 
tumors deemed genetically very low risk.

“It’s not just all about finding any cancer. 
It’s about being more discriminating when 
you do find it,” she added.

Today’s cancer screenings can unearth 
tumors that scientists say never would have 
threatened the person’s life. The problem is 
there aren’t surefire ways to tell in advance 
which tumors won’t be dangerous — just 
some clues that doctors use in prescribing 
treatment.

Work is under way to 
better predict that, and 
even the staunchest sup-
porters of screening call 
over diagnosis a problem 
that needs tackling.

“We’re really at a tip-
ping point right now, 
where we have a trade-
off between the ben-
efits of finding cancer 
early and the harms that 
are caused,” said Dr. 
Len Lichtenfeld of the 
American Cancer Society. 
“We treat more patients 
than we know will ben-
efit. ... We just don’t 
know who they are.”

Nowhere is the disconnect more obvious 
than with prostate cancer screening. Most 
men over 50 have had a PSA blood test to 
check for it even though major medical 
groups don’t recommend routine PSAs, 
worried they may do more harm than good 
for the average man.

What’s the evidence? A study of 76,000 
U.S. men, published two years ago, con-
cluded annual PSAs didn’t save lives. A 
separate study estimated two of every five 

men whose prostate cancer was caught 
through a PSA test had tumors too slow-
growing ever to be a threat.

A European study of 162,000 men 
screened less aggressively — a PSA 
every four years versus none — found 

seven fewer deaths per 
10,000 men screened. 
But 48 men had to be 
treated to prevent each 
death, meaning many 
men who weren’t facing 
death experienced treat-
ment that can have such 
side effects as inconti-
nence and impotence.

Thus, the American 
Cancer Society urges 
that men weigh the 
limitations of PSAs 
against their individual 
risk and fear of can-
cer before deciding for 
themselves. Government 
guidelines say men over 
75 shouldn’t get a PSA 

at all — although about one-third do.
“PSA is the controversy that refuses to 

die,” said Dr. Michael Barry of Massachusetts 
General Hospital and the Foundation for 
Informed Medical Decision-Making, which 
pushes programs that help patients make 
such choices. “But in some ways, it’s the 
prototypical close call that we have to 
come to grips with in American medicine 
— that there just isn’t one right answer 
for everybody.”

Mammograms aren’t nearly as contro-
versial, except for the when-to-start-them 
question. Most medical groups in the U.S. 
advise age 40; a government task force 
ignited complaints last year by advising 
not until 50. Generally, studies find they 
cut the risk of death from breast cancer by 
roughly 20 percent.

The trade-off: More than three-quarters 
of the 1 million-plus anxiety-provoking 
biopsies done each year to check out suspi-
cious spots turn out to have been unneeded.

The bigger unknown is over diagnosis, 
as closer mammogram readings spot ever-
earlier growths.

A recent study said nearly one-quarter of 
breast tumors found by mammograms may 
be over-diagnosed. That includes invasive 
cancer, but also a common milk-duct growth 
called DCIS, or ductal carcinoma in situ.

DCIS isn’t invasive cancer and isn’t life-
threatening; it’s described as “stage zero” 
cancer or even pre-cancer. But it is a risk 
factor for later developing invasive disease, 
and many of the 50,000 DCIS cases a year 
get the same care as women with outright 
early cancer.

Research is examining when and how to 
scale back aggressive DCIS care. At UCSF, Dr. 
Shelley Hwang is testing whether hormone 
drugs such as tamoxifen allow DCIS patients 
to avoid surgery altogether.

A colleague, Dr. Karla Kerlikowske, 
recently reported tumor markers that sug-
gest up to 44 percent of DCIS patients might 

CANCER page 23

Overtreating earliest cancers — but which ones?

http://www.fiftyplusadvocate.com
mailto:apenny@htnr.net


By Al Norman

Last July, I wrote about a new state law 
that was supposed to help get unsafe 
drivers off the road. But will it work?

Gov. Deval Patrick signed 
into law Chapter 155 of 
the Acts of 2010, under 
which, if you are 75 
years of age or older and 
applying for a renewal of 
a license, you will have 
to show up in person at 
a Registry of Motor Vehicles 
(RMV) office, where you will be given a 
vision test. As an option, you can produce 
a “vision screening certificate,” signed by an 

optometrist or ophthalmologist to show that 
you meet minimum visual standards for a 
driver’s license. 

Under the new law, you can also lose 
your license if you are not “physically or 
medically capable of safely operating” a car, 
or have a “cognitive or functional impairment” 

that will affect your 
ability to drive a car. 
Chapter 155 leaves it 
to “health care pro-
viders” to report to 

the RMV if your physical or medical condition 
leaves “reasonable cause to believe” that you 
can’t operate a motor vehicle. 

But here’s the flaw: a doctor, a nurse or a 
policeman is not required to make a report. 

Even though the law protects health care 
providers from a lawsuit if they file a report 
in good faith — the fact that they don’t have 
to file a report means they can just look the 
other way. In fact, the law also protects them 
from a lawsuit for not filing. A person who is 
allowed to report, and who strongly believes 
a person should not be behind the wheel, can 
choose to do nothing. It’s hard to see how that 
helps keep our roads any safer.

On Nov. 9, the Department of Public 
Health issued proposed new regulations 
for Chapter 155 to give health and law 
enforcement officials their first look at stan-
dard definitions. “Cognitive impairment” is 
defined as “any condition that impairs … 
attention, alertness, perception, comprehen-
sion, judgment, memory or reasoning that 
may influence the physical action, reaction 
time or other responses to understand and 
interact with the environment.” A “functional 
impairment” is “any symptom of a disease or 
medical condition that results in full or partial 
decrease in any or several sensory or motor 
functions,” which includes “peripheral sen-
sation of the extremities, strength, flexibility, 
motor planning and coordination.”

Any cognitive or functional impairment 
that limits a person’s attention, or the ability 

to understand “the immediate driver context,” 
or to make appropriate decisions while driv-
ing, or “visuospatial processing,” or impairs 
their “strength, flexibility, reflexes, sensory 
perception and physical coordination,” is 
considered a “driving relevant” impairment. 
The impairment must be one that cannot be 
“sufficiently corrected or controlled” by medi-
cation, therapy, surgery or by some adaptive 
equipment or driving device.

Drivers of any age who are incapable of 
operating a vehicle should be off the road. 
The law is right to insist that whatever your 
impairments are, if they don’t affect your 
ability to drive a car, they are not relevant to 
the RMV. This safe driver law should have 
mandated safety reports by doctors, because 
when the rubber hits the road, this law is only 
as good as the reports that get made, and 
only as helpful as the evaluations that follow.  
And any senior who loses his or her license 
should be automatically eligible for public 
transportation — a detail state lawmakers 
refused to consider.

Al Norman is the executive director of 
Mass Home Care. He can be reached at 413-
773-5555 x 2295, and at info@masshome
care.org. 

Viewpoint

Will new ‘safe driver’ rules make our roads safer? 
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Let’s Talk: Americans need health care and retirement security
By Deborah E. Banda

“I remember the pride I felt when I received my Social 
Security card at the age of 14,” said Sarah, an AARP mem-
ber from Natick. “I have been happy over the years to 
pay into this program which supported my grandparents 
and parents, but is now threatened by those who do not 

understand that we are all in this together. 
What happened to our country that we 

no longer care about each other?”

Over the last several months, we have 
heard from thousands of AARP members 

from across the commonwealth — and throughout the 
country — who have expressed their frustration, anger 
and even fear over the prospect of Congress cutting Social 
Security and Medicare benefits in order to reduce the 
nation’s debt. More than 6.5 million signed petitions urg-
ing members of Congress not to make these cuts. 

Yes, we sent a strong message to the congressional 
Super Committee that was working to solve the federal 
budget deficit. And, while they failed to act, this will not 
be the end of the debate. 

Today, more than one million Massachusetts residents 
count on these lifeline programs. 

In the Bay State alone, middle- and lower-income 
seniors rely on Social Security for 74.2 percent of their 
individual income. Without these Social Security benefits, 
nearly 300,000 of the commonwealth’s older residents 
would face poverty. Remember, the average annual Social 

Security benefit is only $13,900 — while the typical 
Massachusetts senior on Medicare pays $6,800 a year on 
their out-of-pocket health care costs. And, nearly 100 per-
cent of our older residents are enrolled in Medicare.

“Medicare is very important to my husband and me,” 
explained Joan from Yarmouthport. “It is something 
we worked very hard for, for many years, and now we 
depend on it for our health care coverage.”

We have heard from our members, and Americans 
50-plus, that we as a nation need to strengthen and 
improve Social Security and Medicare — as opposed to 
treating them as a piggy bank to pay the nation’s bills. 
Our members are extremely frustrated with the inability 
of Congress to address these concerns.

John of Billerica sums up this sentiment, “As young 
adults, we worked our entire young lives trying to keep 
on top of things and pay our taxes, so as we reach retire-
ment age, we will have the help we need not to have to 
depend on our children. Let us not show them that there 
is no hope for the future.” 

AARP agrees. Instead, we need a national discussion 
to develop the tools and strategy for strengthening health 
care and retirement security — and for restoring prosper-
ity to the middle class. 

Many believe that Congress should be able to reduce 
the deficit without jeopardizing the health care and retire-
ment security system that Americans depend on, that 
they have worked for and have paid into all their lives. 
Lawmakers could begin by cutting wasteful spending — 
including in our health care system — attacking fraud 
and eliminating tax loopholes. Their failure to date has 
made our members, and people 50-plus, even more cyni-
cal about the ability of government to come to grips with 
these issues.

They are anxious to hear solutions that address the 
problems faced by real people. They want to hear ideas 
that would lead to more jobs, bring efficiency, economy 
and fairness to health care and provide greater financial 
security.

“We have all worked hard and contributed to Social 
Security and Medicare for many years and we don’t know 
how we would survive without these benefits,” said 
Sharon of Worcester. “I think they are great plans, but 
need work and protection to keep them alive for future 
generations. We all get old and need some security in our 
lives.”

AARP believes it is time to take the conversation about 
Social Security and Medicare from behind closed doors 
and in to the public arena. It is time to give Americans a 
voice. 

We are about to kick off an important national con-
versation on finding ways to strengthen health care and 
retirement security, and restore prosperity to the middle 
class. We want to hear your ideas. And, we want to hear 
what you think about the options already being discussed, 
especially what they would mean to you and your fam-
ily. We all need to understand the impact these options 
would have both today and tomorrow.

AARP wants to ensure that current and future genera-
tions receive the benefits they have earned over a lifetime. 
With your ideas, input and involvement, together, we can 
achieve this goal.

Deborah Banda is the state director of AARP Massachusetts, 
which represents more than 800,000 members age 50 and older 
in the Bay State. Connect with AARP Massachusetts online at 
www.aarp.org/ma, www.facebook.com/AARPMA and www.
twitter.com/AARPMA.

Push 
Back

in this role on a more long-term basis. 
I may have my limits, and at times 

that dark side is bound to show, but that 
doesn’t mean I’m not the caring, nurturing 
person I always believed myself to be. As 

my husband, David, might say, when I’m 
having those moments, “At least do it with 
a smile.”

Fat chance!

Sondra Shapiro is the executive editor of 
the Fifty Plus Advocate. Email her at sshapiro.
fiftypusadvocate@verizon.net or read more at 
www.fiftyplusadvocate.com

➤ Temporary 
Cont. from page 5

AARP and You
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By Hope Yen

WASHINGTON —
Americans are more likely than ever to 

reach age 90, redefining in a way what it 
means to be old.

People who are 90 or older have nearly 
tripled in number since 1980, to 1.9 mil-
lion, according to the first-ever census 
numbers on the age group. The trend 
is posing unique health challenges and 
adding to rising government costs for 
the strained Medicare and Social Security 
programs.

Joined by graying baby boomers, the 
oldest old are projected to increase to 
8.7 million by midcentury — or one in 
10 older Americans. That’s a big change 
from over a century ago, when fewer than 
100,000 people reached 90.

Analysts attribute the increases in the 
90-plus age group mostly to better nutri-
tion and advances in medical care that 
have reduced heart disease and stroke. 
Still, the longer life spans present a fresh 
set of challenges for disabilities and 
chronic conditions such as arthritis, dia-
betes and Alzheimer’s disease.

“A key issue for this population will be 
whether disability rates can be reduced,” 
said Richard Suzman, director of behav-

ioral and social research at the National 
Institute on Aging (NIA), which sup-
ported the report.

Figures show that smaller states had 
the highest shares of older Americans who 
were at least 90. North Dakota led the 
list, with about 7 percent of its 65-plus 
population over 90. It was followed by 
Connecticut, Iowa and South Dakota. In 
absolute numbers, California, Florida and 
Texas led the nation in the 90-plus popu-
lation, each with more than 130,000.

Traditionally, the Census Bureau has 
followed established norms in breaking 
down age groups, such as under 18 to 
signify children or 65-plus to indicate 
seniors. Since the mid-1980s, the bureau 
often has released data on the 85-plus 
population, describing them as the “oldest 
old.”

But some of those norms, at least cul-
turally, may be shifting. Young people 
18-29 more than ever are delaying their 
transition to work in the poor job market 
by pursuing advanced degrees or moving 
in with Mom and Dad. Older Americans, 
who are living longer and staying health-
ier than prior generations, are now more 
likely to work past 65.

The Census Bureau said it put out 
its study of the 90-plus age group at the 
request of NIA in recognition of lengthen-
ing age spans.

“Given its rapid growth, the 90-and-
older population merits a closer look,” 
said Wan He, a Census Bureau demog-
rapher who wrote the report. “The older 

people get, the more resources they con-
sume because of health care, and disabil-
ity rates significantly increase. This creates 
demands for daily care, and for families 
the care burden 
increases dramati-
cally.”

According to 
the report, the 
share of people 
90-94 who report 
having some kind 
of impairment 
such as inability to 
do errands, visit 
a doctor’s office, 
climb stairs or 
bathe is 13 per-
centage points 
higher than those 
85-89 — 82 per-
cent versus 69 
percent.

Among those 95 
and older, the dis-
ability rate climbs 
to 91 percent.

Other find-
ings in the census 
report:

•Among the 
90-plus population, women outnumber 
men by a ratio of nearly 3 to 1.

•Broken down by race and ethnicity, 
non-Hispanic whites made up the vast 
majority of the 90-plus population, at 
88.1 percent. That’s compared to 7.6 per-

cent who were black, 4 percent Hispanic 
and 2.2 percent Asian.

•Most people who were 90 or older 
lived in households alone, about 37.3 

percent. Another 
37.1 percent lived 
in households with 
family or others, 
while about 23 
percent stayed in 
nursing homes. 
About 3 percent 
lived in assisted 
living or other 
informal care facili-
ties.

•Those 
who were 90 
or older had 
median income 
of $14,760, about 
half of which 
came from Social 
Security. About 
14.5 percent of the 
age group lived in 
poverty, compared 
to 9.6 percent for 
Americans who are 
65-89.

A 2009 
Pew Research Center poll found that 
Americans, on average, would like to live 
to 89; the current life span is roughly 78. 
One in five people said they would like to 
live past 90, while 8 percent would prefer 
to pass 100. — AP

Among the 90-plus population, 
women outnumber men by a 

ratio of nearly 3 to 1.

Census finds reaching age 90 more likely than ever
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Losing weight, keeping it off, two different things

Feeling Healthy

A new study indicates that the practices 
that help people to lose weight and 
the practices that help them keep it 

off do not overlap much.
“No one announces to a dieter, ‘You’re 

moving into the weight-maintenance stage. 
You’ll have to do things differently,’ said 
lead author Dr. Christopher Sciamanna. 
His group investigated whether two distinct 
sets of behaviors and thought patterns were 
involved in weight loss and its maintenance.

Practices associated with successful 
weight loss only were: 

•Participate in a weight–loss program;  
•Look for information about weight loss, 

nutrition or exercise; 
•Eat healthy snacks;
•Limit the amount of sugar you eat or 

drink; 
•Plan what you’ll eat ahead of time; 
•Avoid skipping a meal, including break-

fast; 
•Do different kinds of exercise;
•Do exercise that you enjoy; 
•Think about how much better you feel 

when you are thinner.
 Practices significantly associated with 

successful maintenance only were: 
•Eat plenty of low-fat sources of protein; 
•Follow a consistent exercise routine;
•Reward yourself for sticking to your 

diet or exercise plan;
•Remind yourself why you need to con-

trol your weight.
If the two stages do demand different 

practices, then weight loss programs might 
need to guide people about key strategies 
for each phase explicitly, said Sciamanna, a 
professor of medicine and public health sci-
ences at the Penn State College of Medicine. 

Dr. Lawrence Cheskin, director of 
the Weight Management Center at Johns 
Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, 
said, “We do often tell patients about the 
different skills that are needed and the dif-
ferent approaches to take to achieve weight 
loss and weight maintenance. This work 
adds substance to that general statement.” 
Cheskin has no affiliation with the study.

Sciamanna’s group surveyed a random 
sample of 1,165 adults by telephone. Some 
had been successful at losing weight; some 

Come see us first…
EMANUEL VILLAGE apartments offer  

affordable senior living to persons who are  
62 and older or mobility impaired.
We offer studio, one-bedroom and  

mobility impaired accessible apartments.

EMANUEL VILLAGE
59 Evelyn Street, Worcester, MA 01607
508-753-7474 • www.lssne.org

A program of 

Lutheran Social 

Services of NE

Applications being accepted for income eligible seniors 
and/or mobility impaired adults. HUD subsidized

Includes all utilities and free parking.  
Near bus line and shopping. To obtain applications, please call Brenda  

at 508-886-6920  •  TDD 1-800-439-2370

Laundry Facilities • Community Rooms • Accessible Units

“This institution is an equal opportunity provider and employer”

Hawthorne Hill 
Elderly Housing 

Phase I & II • 106 Main Street, Rutland, MA 01543

Elderly & disabled rental units.
“62 years of age or older,  

handicap/disabled regardless of age.”
Eligible tenants pay 30% of monthly income.

HUD Section 8 Subsidy and USDA/RD Rental Assistance.

Bright & airy one 
bedroom units,  
both subsidized 

and non-subsidized.

By Lauran Neergaard 

WASHINGTON —

Heart disease can sneak up on 
women in ways that standard car-
diac tests can miss.

It’s part of a puzzling gender gap: 
Women tend to have different heart attack 
symptoms than men. They’re more likely 
to die in the year after a first heart attack.

In fact, more than 40 percent of women 
still don’t realize that heart disease is the 
No. 1 female killer. One in 30 women’s 
deaths in 2007 was from breast cancer, 
compared to about 1 in 3 from cardiovas-

cular disease, according to the American 
Heart Association.

A new report said there’s been too little 
progress in tackling the sex differences in 
heart disease. It outlines the top questions 
scientists must answer to find the best 
ways to treat women’s hearts — and pro-
tect them in the first place.

“A woman’s heart is her major health 
threat, and everyone who takes care of a 
woman has to realize that,” said Emory 
University cardiologist Dr. Nanette Wenger, 
who co-authored the report.

had also maintained a weight loss. They 
asked them about 36 things they might do 
and think about to lose weight and keep 
it off. The researchers defined long-term 
success as losing at least 30 pounds and 
keeping if off for a year.

Fourteen practices were associated with 
either successful loss or successful weight 
loss maintenance, but not both. The overlap 
between practices associated with weight 
loss and those associated with weight loss 

maintenance was 61 percent, not much 
higher than that expected by chance.

“Some people are ‘black and white,’ ” 
Cheskin said. “They’ll diet strictly, eating 
nothing they’re not meant to eat, or they 
won’t be careful at all. Maintenance requires 
something in between. This research could 
have implications for what we should 
emphasize when we are trying to help 
people lose versus maintain their weight.” 
— NEWSWISE

Heart disease, No. 1 killer, 
can sneak up on women

HEART page 14

http://www.lssne.org
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Carol Crawford, 
Retail Manager  

Rehabilitation  
Sales & Services:

Scooters
Custom, Manual & Power Wheelchairs

Home Medical Equipment:
Hospital Beds & Accessories

Bathroom Aids & Safety Items

Diagnostic & Personal Items:

Orthopedic Supplies
Incontinence Supplies

Blood Sugar Monitoring

Reimbursement Assistance:
Medicare, Medicaid and most  
other third party payers  
are pre-qualified for direct payment.

FREE  
DELIVERY!
All Orders over $100,  

anywhere in  

Central Mass.

41 Redemption Rock Trail, Sterling, MA 01564
Hours: Mon. - Fri. 8:30AM-5:00PM; After hours/Emergency Service Available

FAX: 978-422-2939

A Sincere Commitment to Quality Home Health Care

 

“We’re here when you need us the most!” 

Park Avenue | DENTAL CENTER     

888-375-3232
Dr. Patel, Dr. Jandyam, Dr. Agolli, Dr. Belur & Associates

456 Park Avenue, Worcester, MA   |   Monday–Friday: 9 AM to 6 PM   |   Saturday: 9 AM to 3 PM

www.ParkAvenueDentalCenter.com

Premium Custom Dentures

*24 easy monthly payments. Subject to Credit Approval.

FREE courtesy ride for process
FREE adjustments every year for life
Complete repair services

FREE consultation & second opinions
On-site denture lab
State of the art sterilization techniques

Evercare, MassHealth & Most Insurance Accepted 

$3900
a month*

http://www.ParkAvenueDentalCenter.com
http://www.fiftyplusadvocate.com
http://www.applehomecare.com


If your loved one’s funds are ever depleted 
they will still be able to stay at Dodge Park* 

*Subject to EAEDC approval.

101 Randolph Road, Worcester, MA      www.dodgepark.com
Call Ben, Mike or Carrie at 508-853-8180

Dodge Park Rest Home provides a unique dementia 
and Alzheimer's program tailored to meet 

environment is usually at half the cost of a nursing 

Caring for your memory impaired loved one!

All inclusive ADL

Monthly Support Groups 
“Open to Public” 

individuals with memory impairments. 

of parents with memory impairments.

Make no mistake: Heart disease is the 
leading killer of men, too. The illness is 
more prevalent in men, and tends to hit 
them about a decade earlier than is usual 
for women.

But while overall deaths have been 
dropping in recent years, that improve-
ment has been slower for women who 
face some unique issues, said the report 
from the nonprofit Society for Women’s 
Health Research and WomenHeart: The 
National Coalition for Women with Heart 
Disease.

Sure, being a couch potato and eating a 
lot of junk food is bad for a woman’s heart 

just like a man’s. 
High cholesterol 
will clog arteries. 
High blood pres-
sure can cause a 
stroke.

But here’s one 
problem: Even if a 
test of major heart 
arteries finds no 
blockages, at-risk 
women still can 
have a serious 
problem — something called coronary 
microvascular disease that’s less common 
in men. Small blood vessels that feed the 
heart become damaged so that they spasm 
or squeeze shut, Wenger explained.

Specialists who suspect microvascular 

disease prescribe 
medications 
designed to make 
blood vessels relax 
and blood flow a 
bit better, while 
also intensively 
treating the wom-
an’s other cardiac 
risk factors. But 
Wenger said it’s not 
clear what the best 
treatments are.

The report said part of the lack of 
understanding about such gender issues 
is because heart-related studies still don’t 
focus enough on women, especially minor-
ity women. Only a third of cardiovascular 
treatment studies include information on 

how each gender responds even though 
federal policy said they should. The report 
urged direct comparisons of which treat-
ments work best in women, and improved 
diagnostic tests.

Then there are the questions of how 
best to tell which women are at high risk. 
Nearly two-thirds of women who die sud-
denly of heart disease report no previous 
symptoms, for example, compared with 
half of men. As for heart attacks, chest 
pain is the most common symptom but 
women are more likely than men to expe-
rience other symptoms such as shortness 
of breath, nausea and pain in the back or 
jaw.

Online: Women and heart disease info: 
www.womenheart.org.

➤ Heart
Cont. from page 12

WASHINGTON —

Government inspectors told lawmakers recently that 
Medicare officials need to do more to stop doctors 
from prescribing powerful psychiatric drugs to nurs-

ing home patients with dementia, an unapproved practice 
that has flourished despite repeated government warnings.

So-called antipsychotic drugs are designed to help control 
hallucinations, delusions and other abnormal behavior in 
people suffering from schizophrenia and bipolar disorder, 
but they’re also given to hundreds of thousands of elderly 
nursing home patients in the U.S. to pacify aggressive behav-
ior related to dementia. Drugs like AstraZeneca’s Seroquel 
and Eli Lilly’s Zyprexa are known for their sedative effect, 
often putting patients to sleep.

But the drugs can also increase the risk of death in 
seniors, prompting the Food and Drug Administration to 
issue multiple warnings against prescribing the drugs for 
dementia. Antipsychotics raise blood sugar and cholesterol, 

often resulting in weight gain.
An inspector for the U.S. Department of Health and 

Human Services (HHS) told the Senate Committee on 
Aging that the federal government’s Medicare program 
should begin penalizing nursing homes that inappropriately 
prescribe antipsychotics, according to written testimony 
obtained by the Associated Press.

The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services pro-
vides health coverage to nearly 80 million senior, poor or 
disabled Americans.

HHS Inspector General Daniel Levinson proposed that 
Medicare force nursing homes to pay for drugs that are pre-
scribed inappropriately, and potentially bar nursing homes 
that don’t use antipsychotics appropriately from Medicare.

A report by Levinson’s office issued in May found that 
83 percent of Medicare claims for antipsychotics were for 
residents with dementia, the condition specifically warned 
against in the drugs’ labeling. Fourteen percent of all nursing 

home residents, nearly 305,000 patients, were prescribed 
antipsychotics.

Doctors are permitted to prescribe drugs for off-label 
uses, though it is illegal for drug companies to promote 
uses that haven’t been cleared by the FDA. In recent years 
several pharmaceutical companies have paid huge fines 
to the Department of Justice in cases involving off-label 
marketing of antipsychotics.

In January 2009, Eli Lilly & Co. Inc. agreed to plead 
guilty and pay $1.4 billion for illegal promotion of 
Zyprexa, including marketing to nursing home doctors. 
The company told its sales representatives to use the slogan 
“5 at 5,” to persuade doctors that giving 5 milligrams of 
the drug at 5 p.m. would make dementia patients sleep 
through the night.

AstraZeneca PLC has paid nearly $600 million in two 
separate settlements with federal and state prosecutors over 
alleged off-label promotion of its drug Seroquel. — AP

Gov. inspectors decry psych drug use among elderly

http://www.dodgepark.com
http://www.womenheart.org
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Colony Retirement Home III is 

congregate housing for seniors. Enjoy 

nutritious “Home Cooked Meals,” served 

in our attractive dining room with your 

neighbors and friends. 

COLONY RETIREMENT HOMES
Worcester, MA     Not For Profit Corporation     www.colonyretirementhomes.com

Subsidized senior housing with a meal  
program option that makes us different!

COLONY RETIREMENT HOMES III : Congregate Housing 
101 Chadwick Street, Worcester 

(508) 755-0444

COLONY RETIREMENT HOMES INC. I 
485 Grove Street,  Worcester 

(508) 852-5285

Colony Retirement Homes I are 
garden style studio apartments, located in 
a country-like setting. A short walk takes 
you to shopping centers, banks, restaurants 
and the bus line. A little bit of the country 
adjacent to the city. 

At Colony 

we let you 
choose!

All apartments at Colony Retirement 
Homes receive rental assistance 
throught the HUD section 8 
program. Rent is 30% of your 
adjusted monthly income. Rent 
includes all utilities except phone 
and cable TV. 

Call Monday thru Friday,  
9am to 5 pm for more information.

By Lynn Elber  

LOS ANGELES —

Doris Day, America’s pert, honey-
voiced sweetheart of the 1950s 
and 1960s, beguiled audiences 

with her on-screen romances opposite top 
Hollywood leading men Cary Grant, Rock 
Hudson and Jack Lemmon.

She adored and misses them all, says the 
88-year-old Day. But her deepest yearning 
is reserved for her late son Terry Melcher, 
a record producer whose touch and voice 
are part of Day’s first album in nearly two 
decades.

“Oh, I wish he could be here and be 
a part of it. I would just love that. But it 
didn’t work out that way,” Day said, her 
voice subdued. It’s a voice rarely heard since 
she withdrew from Hollywood in the early 
1980s to the haven she made for herself in 
the Northern California town of Carmel, 
where Clint Eastwood was once mayor.

My Heart, which was released last month, 
induced Day to edge back to public atten-
tion. The CD includes 13 previously unre-
leased tracks recorded over a 40-year span, 
including covers of Joe Cocker’s You Are So 
Beautiful, the Lovin’ Spoonful’s Daydream
and a handful of standards. All proceeds 
go to Day’s longtime cause, animal welfare.

A condensed version of the album was 
released in Britain earlier this autumn and 
landed on the top 10 chart.

Melcher, who worked with bands includ-
ing the Byrds and the Beach Boys, produced 
most of the songs and sang on two. He died 
of melanoma in 2004 at age 62, leaving a 
void that draws tears from Day when she 
speaks of him.

“I loved doing it and having Terry with 
me. That was important, just for me,” she 
said in an interview from Carmel. “I wouldn’t 
think it would be what it is. ... I just love 
that he is on it. And I miss him terribly, but 
I have that.”

The album’s release coincides with new 
recognition for the actress and singer.

It was recently announced that her 
recording of Que Sera, Sera (“Whatever Will 
Be, Will Be”), featured in Alfred Hitchcock’s 
1956 thriller The Man Who Knew Too Much
starring Day and Jimmy Stewart, will be 
included in the Grammy Hall of Fame. This 
month, Day is to be honored with the Los 
Angeles Film Critics Association’s career 
achievement award.

And that career was storied. She once 
ruled the box office in a string of fluffy 
comedies including Pillow Talk with Hudson 
(which earned her a best actress nomina-
tion) and That Touch of Mink opposite 
Grant, movies that showcased her verve 
and fresh-faced sexiness. Her sweet vocals 
helped make hits of pop tunes including 
Sentimental Journey and Oscar-winners Que 
Sera, Sera and Secret Love.

On screen, Day often played the deter-

mined single career girl who could be swept 
off her feet (but never into premarital sex) 
by such irresistible suitors as Grant or 
three-time co-star Hudson. She was also 
the loving wife and mother in such movies 
as Please Don’t Eat the Daisies (1960), with 
David Niven.

Day came off as a straight-shooter who 
didn’t let her beauty go to her head; she 
was no Mad Men toy. Granted, she was too 
ladylike to fit the definition of a dame, in the 
parlance of her early career. But she could 
hold her ground without fraying the hem 
of her tone-perfect cinematic femininity, or 
her co-star’s masculinity.

She ventured into exceptions to her 
signature romantic-comedies, most notably 
the Hitchcock thriller and Love Me or Leave 
Me from 1955, in which Day played jazz 
singer Ruth Etting in the story of Etting’s 

career and tempestuous marriage.
Day said she had no quarrel with the 

studio system under which she worked, one 
in which her films were largely dictated. She 
had stumbled into the craft, after all, pushed 
from band and club singer to actress by her 
agent. Day got the first role she tested for, in 
1948’s Romance on the High Seas, and sailed 
on from there.

“I was just put there, put there, put there. 
And I’ve never gotten over that. How could 
life be so good for me and I was never look-
ing? I was never looking for it,” she said.

As for her personal life, she said, “There 
are always things that you go through that 
aren’t perfect.” For Day, that included three 
divorces and widowhood. When her third 
husband died, she learned that he and a 
business partner had lost her multimillion-
dollar fortune. (She righted herself to some 
extent with the 1968-73 sitcom The Doris 
Day Show, and a lawsuit.)

Her decision to leave Los Angeles and 
the industry behind was an impromptu one, 
Day said. She had regularly visited Carmel-
By-The-Sea, decided it suited her and made 
the move up the California coast and away.

“I just loved what I was doing. But then, 
when I came up here, I thought well, I had 
my turn, and that’s just fine. And the other 
people are coming up and starring and it 
was their turn. I didn’t think a thing about 
not working,” she said.

Instead, she devoted herself to promot-
ing the well-being of animals with the Doris 

DAY page 22

The album’s release coincides 
with new recognition for the 

actress and singer.

Doris Day sings out for first time in 17 years

Day’s new album

http://www.fiftyplusadvocate.com
http://www.colonyretirementhomes.com
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Travel and Entertainment

THE ADULT DAY CLUB at Dodge Park
www.dodgepark.com

Call Ben or Mike at 508-853-8180 for a free, no obligation tour.
DAY CLUB AVAILABLE 7AM - 7PM, SEVEN DAYS A WEEK. YOU CHOOSE ONLY THE HOURS YOU WANT!

Our adult day care is there for you.
Exercise, Music, Art  

and Intergenerational Programs, among others.

 

“Caring for  
your family 

members since 
1967.”

By Victor Block

CHINA —

AAutomobiles clog city 
streets that were built for 
pedestrians and bicycles. 

Billboards that recently touted 
the benefits of socialism now 
advertise designer clothes and 
the latest electronic gadgets. 
Vendors sell dumplings, noodles 
and unidentifiable body parts of 
animals off wooden carts parked 
in front of KFC, McDonald’s and 
other American-based fast food 
restaurants.

A recent return trip to China, 
more than 20 years after my first 
visit, resembled a back-to-the-
future experience. Like the rest of 
the country, Shandong Province 
southeast of Beijing offers a study 
in contrasts. In cities, modern 
skyscrapers stretch as far as the 
eye can see. Members of the “mil-
lennial” generation sporting the latest fashions are glued to 
their cell phones.

A short distance away the setting is very different. Farm 
fields surround small villages where tiny houses line nar-
row dirt streets. People strain beneath heavy shoulder 
yokes as their forebears did. Men and women till the soil 
with implements not much different from those used cen-

turies ago. 
The natural place to begin 

a tour is Jinan (pronounced 
Dze-nahn), Shandong’s capi-
tal. It is known as the “City of 
Springs,” because more than 
100 natural pools gush from 
the ground.

In Qufu (Chew-foo), the 
birthplace of Confucius, sites 
associated with the life of the 
venerated philosopher and 
teacher serve as a magnet 
for tourists. The Temple of 
Confucius, originally built a 
year before his death in 479 
B.C., occupies the site of the 
modest three-room home 

where his family lived. It has been 
expanded over hundreds of years 
to include 466 rooms that sprawl 
over 46 acres.

The adjacent Confucian Family 
Mansion, begun in 1038 A.D., 
is almost as vast. Now compris-
ing 152 buildings, it has served 
as home to senior male heirs. 
The third major Confucian site 
is the largest family cemetery in 
the world, where the tombs of 
more than 100,000 descendants 
of Confucius surround his simple 
gravesite. 

 Another popular destina-
tion is Mount Tai. For at least 
3,000 years, it has been a place 
of worship in both the Taoist 
and Buddhist religions. Ancient 
emperors traveled there to offer 
sacrifices. Elaborate pavilions, 

towers and inscriptions carved on 
cliffs cover the 5,069-foot high 
mountain. 

Other cities also have their unique claims to fame. 
Qingdao (Ching-dow) is home to the best-known Chinese 
beer, sold as Tsingtao in the United States and through-
out the world. Qingdao also was the site of sailing events 
during the 2008 Olympics held in China and a museum 
recalls that proud moment.

Wine rather than beer is the focus of Yantai (Yan-tie), 
known as “the city of grape wine.” Archaeological findings 
indicate that wine was used for sacrificial ceremonies in 
China 9,000 years ago. Modern production began in 1892, 
when the Changyu Pioneer Wine Company was estab-
lished in Yantai. Today about 140 of the estimated 500 
wineries in the country are located in Shandong Province.

Not far from Yantai, my wife Fyllis and I delved into vil-
lage life — and the past. We strolled into the tiny hamlet 
of Hanqioa (Han-kwee-au), smiling at villagers who stared 
at us with curiosity. Men and women of all ages were 
preparing corn to be ground into meal, and breaking tree 
branches to serve as fuel during winter.

In villages like Hanqiao, life has changed little from 
decades ago. Introductions to intriguing historical tid-
bits stretching much further back in time are available at 
worthwhile museums in Shandong Province and through-
out China.

With an 8,000-year history of pottery making, it’s 

natural that Shandong Province is home to a Museum of 
Pottery and Porcelain. Displays include fine chinaware that 
is as much art as it is functional. 

Equally appealing was a whimsical collection of over 
3,000 clay pieces depicting people engaged in every aspect 
of pottery making a century ago.

Another museum is as interesting for its location as its 
contents. Workmen constructing a highway uncovered 
the underground burial place of a dignitary. He was laid to 
rest some 2,600 years ago with chariots and horses, which 
were buried to transport him to the next life. The carts 
and horse skeletons were left intact and the highway was 
completed overhead. The collection also includes chariots 
from throughout history that were used in more ways than 
I could have imagined.

Given the increased popularity of wine in China, the 
Changyu Wine Culture Museum in Yantai is another popu-

lar stop. Never 
before had Fyllis 
and I visited a 
wine cellar over 
100 years old, 
or seen such an 
extensive dis-
play of primitive 
vessels used in 
ancient wine 
making. 

Wine produc-
tion in China, 
spanning some 
9,000 years, is 
but one of count-
less activities and 
attractions that 
serve as bridges 
between the past 
and present. 
Exploring that 

country’s history and experiencing current developments 
provides a fascinating contrast. Shandong Province offers 
much that the country has to offer in a compact area.

If you go If you go 
The best way to visit China is on a group or individual 

guided tour that includes travel, English-speaking guides, 
accommodations and other arrangements. For more infor-
mation or help planning a trip, go to travelshandong.com 
or call Night Hawk Travel, which specializes in tourism to 
Shandong Province, at 800-420-8858.

Fyllis Block stands in front of a huge decorative 
plate at the Museum of Pottery and Porcelain

A Taoist monk speaking 
on a cell phone

A couple in Hanqiao village take time 
out from their work to pose for a 
photograph

http://www.dodgepark.com
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We offer: 

508-853-6910

“State of the Art  
Healthcare 

Environment”

“A part of Briarwood Continuing Care Retirement Community”

 

http://www.fiftyplusadvocate.com
http://www.knollwoodnursingcenter.com
http://www.briarwoodretirement.com
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Resource for Caregivers

By David Crary 

VERONA, N.J. —

Retirement communities may have 
their perks, but Beryl O’Connor said it 
would be tough to match the birthday 

surprise she got in her own backyard when 
she turned 80 last year.

She was tending her garden when two 
little girls from next door — “my buddies,” 
she calls them — brought her a strawberry 
shortcake. It underscored why she wants 
to stay put in the house that she and her 
husband, who died 18 years ago, purchased 
in the late 1970s.

“I couldn’t just be around old people — 
that’s not my lifestyle,” she said. “I’d go out 
of my mind.”

Physically spry and socially active, 
O’Connor in many respects is the embodi-
ment of “aging in place,” growing old in one’s 
own longtime home and remaining engaged 
in the community rather than moving to a 
retirement facility.

According to surveys, aging in place is the 
overwhelming preference of Americans over 
50. But doing it successfully requires both 
good fortune and support services — things 
that O’Connor’s pleasant hometown of Verona 
has become increasingly capable of providing.

About 10 miles northwest of Newark, 
Verona has roughly 13,300 residents nestled 
into less than 3 square miles. There’s a trans-

portation network that takes older people on 
shopping trips and to medical appointments, 
and the town is benefiting from a $100,000 
federal grant to put an aging-in-place program 
called Verona LIVE in place.

Administrated by United 
Jewish Communities of 
MetroWest New Jersey, the 
program strives to educate 
older people about avail-
able services to help them 
address problems and stay 
active in the community. Its 
partners include the health 
and police departments, the 
rescue squad, the public and 
public schools, and religious 
groups.

Among the support ser-
vices are a home mainte-
nance program with free 
safety checks and minor 
home repairs, access to 
a social worker and job 
counselor, a walking club and other social 
activities. In one program, a group of middle-
school girls provided one-on-one computer 
training to about 20 older adults.

Social worker Connie Pifher, Verona’s 
health coordinator, said a crucial part of the 
overall initiative is educating older people 
to plan ahead realistically and constantly 
reassess their prospects for successfully aging 

Aging in place: A little help can go a long way
in place.

“There are some people who just can do 
it, especially if they have family support,” 
said Pifher, “And then you run into people 
who think they can do it, yet really can’t. 

You need to start educating 
people before a crisis hits.”

There’s no question 
that aging in place has 
broad appeal. According 
to an Associated Press-
LifeGoesStrong.com poll 
conducted in October, 52 
percent of baby boomers 
said they were unlikely to 
move someplace new in 
retirement. In a 2005 sur-
vey by AARP, 89 percent of 
people age 50 and older said 
they would prefer to remain 
in their home indefinitely as 
they age.

That yearning, coupled 
with a widespread dread of 

going to a nursing home, has led to a nation-
wide surge of programs aimed at helping 
people stay in their neighborhoods longer.

Verona LIVE is a version of one such 
concept: the Naturally Occurring Retirement 
Community, or NORC. That can be either a 
specific housing complex or a larger neighbor-
hood in which many of the residents have 
aged in place over a long period of time and 

need a range of support services in order to 
continue living in their homes.

Verona is an apt setting. Roughly 20 per-
cent of its residents are over 65, compared 
with 13 percent for New Jersey as a whole.

Another notable initiative is the “village” 
concept. Members of these nonprofit entities 
can access specialized programs and services, 
such as transportation to stores, home health 
care or help with household chores, as well 
as a network of social activities with other 
members.

About 65 village organizations have 
formed in the U.S. in recent years, offering 
varying services and charging membership 
fees that generally range between $500 and 
$700 a year.

One of the potential problems for people 
hoping to age in place is that their homes 
may not be senior-friendly.

“It becomes a challenge because we live in 
Peter Pan houses, designed for people who 
never grow old,” said Susan Bosak, a social 
scientist who is overseeing a program to boost 
intergenerational engagement in Tulsa, Okla.

Many older people live in homes that 
are 40 or more years old, abounding with 
narrow interior doorways, hard-to-reach 
kitchen cupboards and potentially hazardous 
bathroom fixtures.

“If you’re a boomer person, with money 

AGING page 21
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Welcome to Blaire House!
Call Linda Belsito 
for more  
information or  
a tour. She can  
be reached at  
774-292-9655.

 
   

Medicare,  
Medicaid 
VA & Senior 
Whole Health 
Providers

BLAIRE HOUSE OF WORCESTER
116 Houghton Street, Worcester, MA 01604

508-791-5543    www.elderservices.com

Blaire House of Worcester just completed extensive renovations.  
The many improvements were done with a unique focus on the 
impact of the physical environment on Alzheimer’s care, and to 
share our cutting edge advancements in Technology.

Worcester’s only 100% Alzheimer/Dementia Care Facility!
“Come See Our New Look!”

• All staff is Alzheimer’s certified

• Dr. Phillip Gottlieb, Geriatric 
Psychiatric Consultant

• Physical/Occupational/ 
Speech Therapy

• 24 Hour Skilled Nursing Care

• Family Owned and Operated 
over 50 years

• 2010 Recipient of Bronze Quality 
Award by the American Health 
Care Association

• Specialized Activity Programs

• Alzheimer’s Support Group

• Hospice      • Respite

• Two Enclosed Patios

By Bob Salsberg 

BOSTON —

Step into the sanctuary of the African 
Meeting House and you will walk 
on the same ancient floorboards 

where Frederick Douglass, William Lloyd 
Garrison and other prominent abolition-
ists railed against slavery in the 19th cen-
tury, and where free black men gathered 
to shape the famed 54th 
Massachusetts Civil War 
regiment.

Following a painstak-
ing, $9 million restoration, 
the nation’s oldest black 
church building opened last 
month. Beverly Morgan-
Welch, who has spent more 
than a decade spearhead-
ing the project, calls the 
three-story brick building 
the most important African 
American historic landmark 
in the U.S.

“This space has the echo 
of so many of the greats of 
their time ... who were trying to figure 
out a way to end slavery,” said Morgan-
Welch, executive director of the Museum 
of African American History.

Built in 1806 at a cost of $7,700, the 
meeting house sits on a quiet side street 
in Boston’s upscale Beacon Hill neighbor-
hood, in the shadow of the Massachusetts 
Statehouse and nestled among handsome 
brownstones and exclusive private resi-

dences.
Long before modern office towers 

would hold sway, the building could be 
seen all the way from the city’s bustling 
waterfront, a “beacon on a hill” for black 
people longing for freedom, Morgan-
Welch said.

It was one among a series of firsts 
for Boston’s vibrant black community, 
which by that time had already formed 

the young nation’s first black 
Masonic order, an African 
Benevolent Society and an 
African school. Though 
designed as a place for wor-
ship, education, social gath-
erings and cultural events 
— The Marriage of Figaro was 
once performed there — it 
secured a place in history by 
becoming a headquarters of 
sorts for America’s anti-slavery 
movement.

“They prayed, they sang, 
they had songs like I’m an 
Abolitionist put to the words of 

Auld Lang Syne, said Morgan-Welch, who 
described congregants as coming from 
every walk of life, including business 
owners, craftsmen, servants and seafarers.

Garrison formed the New England 
Anti-Slavery Society in the basement of 
the building in 1832.

“We have met to-night in this obscure 
school-house; our numbers are few and 
our influence limited; but, mark my pre-
diction, Faneuil Hall shall ere long echo 

with the principles we have set 
forth. We shall shake the nation 
by their mighty power,” Garrison 
said, according to the historical 
record. The words are among those 
inscribed on a granite plaque out-
side the building.

Faneuil Hall, a short stroll 
from the meeting house, played 
a key role in the buildup to the 
Revolutionary War for indepen-
dence from Britain.

Douglass, who escaped from 
slavery to become a leading aboli-
tionist, made one of several visits to 
Boston on Dec. 3, 1860. Historical 
records reveal a gathering at which 
he encouraged participants to present 
ideas for “the best way of prosecuting the 
anti-slavery movement,” listing both war 
and peace as possible avenues.

As war approached, the sense of urgen-
cy within the meeting house heightened.

Rallies were held to urge blacks to sign 
up for the 54th and 55th black regiments 
that would go on to fight in the Civil War. 
Volunteers came not only from Boston but 
from places as far as Canada and Haiti, 
Morgan-Welch said.

“They are preparing for war, they are 
preparing for what they know will come, 
they are extremely well organized,” she 
said.

The story of the 54th regiment was 
chronicled in the Oscar-winning film 
Glory.

The building faded in prominence 

after the Civil War and was sold in the 
late 19th century. It would spend the next 
seven decades of its existence as a Jewish 
synagogue before being purchased by the 
museum in 1972.

Though named a national historic 
landmark in 1974, it would not be until 
2006 that a full-scale restoration would 
begin. The goal was to restore the meet-
ing house to as close to its mid-19th 
century character as physically possible. 
No detail was overlooked, down to the 
square-headed nails typical of the time to 
replicating the original paint.

“They had people come in and do 
microscopic analysis of the all the paint 
layers,” said Carl Jay, director of historic 
preservation for lead contractor Shawmut 
Design and Construction. The goal was to 

African Meeting House
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US anti-slavery hub to reopen after restoration

Morgan-Welch
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By Marianne Delorey, Ph.D.

Those who live in a senior complex 
should prepare their home for the 
winter. Management companies often 

differ in terms of services offered and those 
who run senior facilities are often surprised 
by the expectations of residents and families. 

Check with your manager to 
make sure you know your 

responsibilities.

Since no one can predict 
how severe the winter will be, preparing for 
the worst can prevent panic. Each person is 
different, and some may have special medi-

cal or other needs that should be taken into 
consideration when preparing for harsh 
weather. The following are general guidelines:

•Take items in from outside. Chairs and 
shovels can get taken away or blown through 
windows in high winds.

•Check medical, food and other supplies. 
Make sure to have enough to get you through 
a storm and for few days afterwards. 

 •Have a flashlight and fresh batteries in 
case of lost power. 

•In the event of power loss, residents will 
need to use the stairs to get outside, since 
the elevator will not be working. If you are 
worried about being able to get out, consider 
staying with a family member or friend.

•Fill some containers with ice and keep 
them in your freezer. If the power goes out, 
you can keep some of your food cooler longer. 

•Have some food in the house that can 
be easily eaten without cooking. Make sure 

to have a manual can opener.
•Consider a corded telephone. Cordless 

phones rely on electricity. 
•Charge your cell phone and other elec-

tronics. 
•Stay indoors and off the road.
•If you rely on emergency medical equip-

ment such as Lifeline or oxygen, make sure 
you have backups or batteries. 

•Arrange in advance to have someone 
check up on you.

•If a power outage is limited to an apart-
ment or a building, call your building man-
ager. If the whole neighborhood is impacted, 
call the utility company. (National Grid’s 
phone number is 800-465-1212). 

•If there is a power outage, you will likely 
lose heat since most furnaces have an electric 
component. Shut all doors and windows to 
keep the heat inside.

•Keep your refrigerator shut so that your 

food does not spoil. The inside temperature of 
your fridge should hold for quite some time. 

•If there is a true disaster, contact the Red 
Cross for help. They can be reached at 508-
595-3700. They can provide information on 
shelters and other disaster related services.

•If you cannot clear snow off your car 
or move it when the plow comes, arrange 
in advance to have someone do it for you. 

Knowing your facility’s procedures in 
advance prevents guesswork. Ask questions 
about what you need to do and what the 
facility can do for you. 

Marianne Delorey, Ph.D. is the executive 
director of Colony Retirement Homes. 
She can be reached at 508-755-0444 or 
mdelorey@colonyretirement.com and www.
colonyretirementhomes.com. Archives of 
articles from previous issues can be read at 
www.fiftyplusadvocate.com.

Caregiving 
Tips

Preparing in advance will help you weather any storm

By Micha Shalev

During an episode of illness, older 
patients may receive care in mul-
tiple settings, putting them at risk 

for fragmented care and poorly-executed 
care transitions. 

In the course of illness, a patient may 
interact with nurses, therapists and physi-
cians in a hospital, skilled nursing facility, 
assisted living, rest home or home setting 

with home care. And finally, 
in an ambulatory clinic 

setting. 

Such care is often frag-
mented without coordination. 

The negative consequences may include 
the duplication of services, inappropri-
ate or conflicting care recommendations, 
medication errors, patient and caregiver 

confusion and distress. Higher costs can 
occur due to re-hospitalization or use of 
the emergency department. These events 
might have been prevented if there was a 
smooth transition from hospital to home. 
But, many times information gets lost dur-
ing transfer from the emergency room to 
the hospital admitting floor.

Make sure that the facility has a sys-
tem to collect and document information 
about all current medications for each 
patient and that the list of all medications 
is available during admission, transfer, dis-
charge and outpatient visits. 

Suggested information to be collected 
includes:

•Prescription and non-prescription 
(over-the-counter) medications, vitamins, 
nutritional supplements, potentially inter-
active food items, herbal preparations and 
recreational drugs.

•The dose, frequency, route and timing 
of last dose. Whenever possible, validate 
the home medication list with the patient 
and determine the patient’s actual level of 

compliance with prescribed dosing.
•The source(s) of the patient’s medica-

tions. As appropriate, involve the patient’s 
community pharmacist(s) or primary care 
provider(s) in collecting and validating the 
home medication information.

•A comparison of the patient’s medi-
cation list with the medications being 
ordered to identify omissions, duplica-
tions, inconsistencies between the patient’s 
medications and clinical conditions, dos-
ing errors and potential interactions.

•A process for updating the list — as 
new orders are written — to reflect all of 
the patient’s current medications, including 
any self-administered medications brought 
into the organization by the patient.

•A process for ensuring that, at dis-
charge, the patient’s medication list is 
updated to include all medications the 
patient is to be taking following discharge 
— including new and continuing medica-
tions and previously discontinued ‘home’ 
medications that are to be resumed. The 
list should be communicated to the next 

provider(s) of care and also be provided 
to the patient as part of the discharge 
instructions. Medications not to be con-
tinued should ideally be discarded by 
patients.

•Clear assignment of roles and respon-
sibilities for all steps in the medication 
reconciliation process to qualified individ-
uals, within a context of shared account-
ability. Those may include the patient’s 
primary care provider, other physicians, 
nurses, pharmacists and other clinicians as 
well as the primary caregiver(s). 

•Access to relevant information and to 
pharmacist advice at each step in the rec-
onciliation process.

Micha Shalev, MHA, is the owner of Dodge 
Park Rest Home at 101 Randolph Road in 
Worcester. He can be reached at 508-853-8180 
or by e-mail at m.shalev@dodgepark.com or 
view more information online at www.dodge-
park.com. Archives of articles from previous 
issues can be read at www.fiftyplusadvocate.
com.

Caregiving 
Tips

Practical guide for caregivers helps avoid medication errors

to remodel, think about making your house 
more user-friendly, not just more beautiful, 
for when you have your knee replacement or 
a chronic condition,” said Nancy Thompson 
of AARP. “We’re talking smart, convenient. It 
doesn’t have to look institutional or utilitar-
ian.”

To promote this outlook, AARP has 
teamed up with the National Association of 
Home Builders to create a designation for 
certified aging in place specialists trained in 
designing and modifying residences for the 
elderly. Several thousand builders, contrac-
tors, remodelers and architects have been 
certified. Building or remodeling homes can 
include such details as touchless faucets, trim 
kitchen drawers instead of cupboards, grab 
bars and nonslip floors in the bathrooms.

Arizona’s Pima County, along with a few 
other local governments, has gone a step 
further, passing an ordinance requiring that 
all new homes in the unincorporated areas 
around Tucson offer a basic level of accessibil-
ity. They must have at least one entrance with 
no steps. Minimum heights and widths are set 
so that light switches can be easily reached 

and doorways are passable in a wheelchair.
For now, Beryl O’Connor’s two-story, 

four-bedroom Cape Cod house, built in the 
1940s, poses no physical challenges for her. 
Her own bedroom is on the ground floor, and 
she recently had a safety bar installed in her 
bathtub, so she thinks prospects are good for 
staying put over the long term.

Plus, she’s got company at home — a 
26-year-old granddaughter lives upstairs 
and commutes to a job in New York — and 
many friends around town, where she has 
a busy schedule of club meetings, group 
lunches, card games and occasional bus trips 
to casinos.

“You’ve got to socialize,” she said. “There 
are things out there to do — you’ve got to 
look for them.”

Ira and Roseanne Bornstein, who live a 
few blocks from O’Connor, also think their 
longtime home can accommodate them suit-
ably for many years to come. There’s a room 
on the ground floor they could convert to 
a bedroom, and space upstairs to house a 
live-in aide if one were needed.

“It’s a modest home, but it’s always worked 
for us,” said Rosanne Bornstein, 63, who was 
a school counselor and teacher for 25 years. 
“We’re very strong in wanting to stay here.”

Her 69-year-old husband, a retired phar-

macist, said they worry that the economics of 
relocating might result in a smaller residence, 
and crimp their ability to entertain and host 
out-of-town guests.

“People are younger and healthier when 
they retire,” he said. “If you plan right, you 
can have a lot of time to enjoy it.”

Connie Pifher, the town social worker, 
engages with aging-in-place issues as part of 
her job, and also on a personal level as she 
nears retirement at 64.

Divorced, with two grown sons, she used 
to be determined to stay on in her four-bed-
room house as a retiree. Now she’s planning 
to move out, to a co-op or townhouse. She 
said the ordeal of a recent three-day power 
outage after a surprise snowstorm hammered 
home the point that “it’s time to move out 
of Dodge.”

“Do I want to worry about the sump pump 
or getting the car out of the garage when the 
door doesn’t work?” she asked.

One former option, moving to an upscale 
retirement community, is off the table for 
financial reasons. She said the value of her 
house has dropped too far for her to afford 
that switch.

That’s a relatively common problem, 
with many continuing-care retirement com-
munities charging entry fees of several hun-

dred thousand dollars, followed by ongoing 
monthly fees.

In several states, there’s debate about 
whether to promote aging in place by shift-
ing more Medicaid dollars to community-
based programs and away from traditional 
nursing facilities. But budget problems may 
complicate such efforts as some financially 
struggling states cut back on home health 
services that help keep some elderly people 
out of nursing homes.

Susan Bosak, the social scientist who is 
advising Tulsa on its Across the Generations 
initiative, said building positive intergenera-
tional relations throughout a community is 
vital to enhancing life for its elderly.

“Aging in place fosters the illusion we can 
do it by ourselves, but we can’t,” she said. “A 
high quality of life requires support from the 
entire community.”

It’s worth the effort, she said, if it means 
that more older people are aging where they 
feel most comfortable.

“Home is more than just meeting our need 
for shelter,” she said. “It’s in our memories. 
It’s where we can be ourselves.”

Online: AARP fact sheet: tinyurl.
com/3jxoso3; National Association of Home 
Builders: tinyurl.com/6cwbdn.

➤ Aging
Cont. from page 18
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identify the original color and composi-
tion of the paint, a process he likened to 
looking at growth layers in a tree.

Engineers and architects also faced 
the challenge of operating in a confined 
space in the densely-populated residen-
tial area, he said. In addition to restoring 
the original structure, a new wing was 
constructed to house elevators and other 
modern amenities.

The original floorboards in the sanc-
tuary date back even further than the 
205-year-old building, having already 
been in use for 70 years at Boston’s Old 
West Church before being moved to the 
meeting house when the church was relo-
cated. Jay attributes the durability of the 
floorboards to the density of the wood 
used during the period.

The sanctuary’s curved pews are recre-
ations of the originals, based on sketches 
from the time but enlarged to accom-
modate average modern day heights and 

weights. No rendering could be found of 
the pulpit, so it replicates others from the 
time.

The restoration was boosted by 
$4.1 million in federal stimulus funds. 
Morgan-Welch said other funding came 
from a variety of sources, including the 
National Park Service, the Massachusetts 
Office of Travel and Tourism, the National 
Trust for Historic Preservation and private 
corporations.

Morgan-Welch recounts bursting into 
tears the first time she viewed into the 
completely restored sanctuary.

“Frederick Douglass walked here,” she 
said, slowly and almost reverently. Seated 
in the balcony, reachable by the same spi-
ral staircase that congregants would have 
climbed two centuries ago, she reflected 
on what she hopes visitors will take away 
from the building.

“I would like them to understand that 
black people in America by 1806 had 
built for themselves a mighty, elegant and 
embracing space in which to worship, to 
educate, and to end slavery,” she said. — 
AP

➤ Restoration
Cont. from page 19

Day Animal Foundation, which she created 
in 1978 and which is the new album’s 
beneficiary. Her own pets, including some 
half-dozen cats, have it good: She built a 
glass-ceiling extension off her house so the 
felines can enjoy the view without the risks 
of going outside.

Why the attention to animals? “They’re 
the most perfect things on Earth,” Day 
replied. “They’re loyal. They love you. And 
they’ll never forget you. ... I think they’re put 
here for us to learn what love is all about.”

They’re also steadfast companions as 
her circle of family and friends has been 
narrowed by death. She’s still in regular 
touch with two-time co-star James Garner 

— who shares anecdotes about their work-
ing relationship in his newly published 
autobiography, The Garner Files — but she 
notes sadly how many other colleagues have 
passed away.

Although dampened by loss, the buoy-
ancy that infused her work in movies and 
music remains part of Day. In her ninth 
decade of life, however, the pace has 
changed.

Life Is Just a Bowl of Cherries (“Life is just 
a bowl of cherries. So live and laugh at it 
all”), a snappy tune and a favorite since she 
danced to it as a 5-year-old in Cincinnati, is 
on her new album. But the arrangement has 
turned it into “beautiful ballad,” Day said

“When I sang it slowly, it became a super 
song,” she said.

The same can be said of Day, in any 
tempo. — AP

➤ Day
Cont. from page 15

CHICAGO —

They’re not cures, but 
two novel drugs pro-
duced unprecedented 

gains in survival in separate 
studies of people with mela-
noma, the deadliest form of 
skin cancer, doctors recently 
reported.

In one study, an experi-
mental drug showed so much benefit so 
quickly in people with advanced disease 
that those getting a comparison drug were 
allowed to switch after just a few months.

The drug, vemurafenib, targets a gene 
mutation found in about half of all mela-
nomas. The drug is being developed by 
Genentech, part of Swiss-based Roche, and 
Plexxikon Inc., part of the Daiichi Sankyo 
Group of Japan.

The second study tested Bristol-Myers 

Squibb Co.’s Yervoy, a just-approved 
medicine for newly diagnosed melanoma 
patients, and found it nearly doubled the 
number who survived at least three years.

Only two drugs had been approved to 
treat melanoma, with limited effectiveness, 
until Yervoy, an immune-system therapy, 
won approval in March.

The experimental drug, vemurafenib, 
(vem-yoo-RAF-eh-nib), is aimed at a specific 

gene mutation, making it the 
first so-called targeted thera-
py for the disease. The drug 
got attention when a whop-
ping 70 percent of those with 
the mutation responded to it 
in early safety testing.

The new study, led by Dr. 
Paul Chapman of Memorial 
Sloan-Kettering Cancer 

Center in New York, was the key test of 
its safety and effectiveness. It involved 675 
patients around the world with inoperable, 
advanced melanoma and the gene mutation. 
They received vemurafenib pills twice a 
day or infusions every three weeks of the 
chemotherapy drug dacarbazine.

After six months, 84 percent of people 
on vemurafenib were alive versus 64 percent 
of the others.

Less than 10 percent on the drug suffered 
serious side effects — mostly skin rashes, 
joint pain, fatigue, diarrhea and hair loss. 
About 18 percent of patients developed a 
less serious form of skin cancer. More than 
a third needed their dose adjusted because 
of side effects.

The study is continuing, and many 
remain on the drug.

The study was sponsored by the drug’s 
makers, and many of the researchers consult 
or work for them. The companies are seek-
ing approval to sell the drug and a compan-
ion test for the gene mutation in the U.S. 
and Europe. A Genentech spokeswoman 
said the price has not yet been determined.

The other new drug, Yervoy, is not che-

Only two drugs had been 
approved to treat melanoma, 

with limited effectiveness.

Studies find new drugs boost skin cancer survival

Vemurafenib targets a gene 
mutation

motherapy but a treatment to stimulate the 
immune system to fight cancer. Dr. Jedd 
Wolchok of Memorial Sloan-Kettering led 
the first test of it in newly diagnosed mela-
noma patients.

About 502 of them received dacarbazine 
and half also got Yervoy. After one year, 
47 percent of those on Yervoy were alive 
versus 36 percent of the others. At three 

years, survival was 21 percent with Yervoy 
versus 12 percent for chemotherapy alone.

Side effects included diarrhea, rash and 
fatigue. More than half on the new drug 
had major side effects versus one quarter 
of those on chemotherapy alone.

Bristol-Myers Squibb paid for the study 
and many researchers consult or work for 
the company. — AP
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skip aggressive treatment. A government 
panel two years ago even urged removing 
the word “carcinoma” from the name, to 
lessen fear.

Another issue is over screening — test-
ing people who won’t benefit, or testing 
too often.

Then there are the “incidentalomas,” a 
word recently coined to describe another 
growing problem. Get a chest CT scan to 
check for, say, heart disease. In addition to 
your arteries, it might also show your lungs 
— and any dot or shadow leads to even 
more testing to rule out cancer.

However those overarching questions 

turn out, patients today face tough treat-
ment choices — and that’s where “shared 
decision-making” programs come in. They 
help patients balance the right amount of 
care for their comfort level. 

“What’s underuse to one person might 
be overuse to another,” said Jeff Belkora, 
who directs the decision-services program 
at UCSF’s Breast Care Center.

UCSF’s program sends newly diagnosed 
breast cancer patients a DVD to watch before 
that all-important first visit with a cancer 
specialist, to outline treatment options for 
their cancer stage and dispel myths. Patients 
also are offered a unique service, the aid of 
an intern to create a good list of questions 
to ask at that visit — and then to attend 
with them, recording the doctor’s answers 
so they won’t forget. — AP

➤ Cancer
Cont. from page 9

By David Pitt 

DES MOINES, Iowa —

Worker skepticism about having 
enough money to retire com-
fortably has taken a nosedive in 

a new national survey. Just 23 percent say 
they’re very confident about being able to 
pay basic living expenses in retire-
ment. That’s down from 46 percent 
in 2008.

The survey by Sun Life Financial 
Inc., which has conducted its 
Unretirement Index survey since 
2008, shows persistent economic 
uncertainty and a volatile stock 
market have workers increasingly 
doubtful they’ll be able to retire when they 
had hoped.

The steep plunge in the index comes after 
three years of stability. “We think that this is 
a tipping point relative to what we’ve seen 
in prior years,” said Wes Thompson, U.S. 
president of Sun Life Financial.

A key finding is that a growing number 
of workers don’t see themselves as ever fully 
retiring. Some 20 percent say they think 
they will always work in some capacity. The 
majority of respondents, 54 percent, plan to 
work beyond age 65. Within that group, 11 
percent plan to stop working sometime from 
age 66 to 69, and 16 percent are shooting 
for a retirement age of 70.

A year ago there was a slight glimmer 
of hope that the economic doldrums were 
easing, but workers have lost confidence 
again and their skepticism has deepened.

Thompson believes the sinking feeling 
among workers about retirement is the result 

of the convergence of increased personal 
responsibility and the fear of millions of baby 
boomers who are concerned about reaching 
retirement age without enough money.

Intensifying pressure to cut government 
spending makes it appear that Medicare 
and Social Security won’t be there at cur-
rent levels, pulling at least a portion of the 

traditional security blanket out 
from under millions.

Those changes came at the 
same time the first wave of baby 
boomers turned 65 last year and 
realized how little they’ve accu-
mulated in their savings accounts.

“They realize that they can’t 
afford to retire, which is a radical 

change mentally from where they were just 
five years ago when owning a 401(k) looked 
great,” Thompson said.

Workers turning 65 and in good health 
are realizing that they could live another 20 
to 30 years in retirement.

Those factors explain why the survey 
shows 61 percent of workers say they plan 
to delay retirement and work at least another 
three years. That’s up from 43 percent who 
said that in 2008.

The top reason they’ll keep working? 
Although many will chose to continue 
working to stay engaged socially and to stay 
mentally engaged in their senior years, the 
main reason many cited was the bare essen-
tials. Nearly half of all workers surveyed said 
they’ll need a job to keep earning enough 
money to live on. In 2008, less than a third 
answered with that response.

The survey questioned 1,499 workers 
aged 18 to 66. —AP

Workers’ worries over retirement security deepen

WASHINGTON —

President Barack Obama says it’s 
inexcusable that home health care 
workers who care for the elderly and 

disabled can be paid less than minimum 
wage, and he’s going to change it.

The president has announced new 
Labor Department rules that will require 
those workers to be paid minimum wage, 
plus overtime. Currently 29 states don’t 
require minimum wage and overtime for 
home health care workers.

There are nearly 2 million such work-
ers nationwide, and the president says 
that number will only grow as the popu-
lation ages.

Obama made the announcement at the 
White House, surrounded by home health 

care workers. He said they “work their 
tails off” and deserve to be paid fairly.

It was the latest executive action 
announcement by Obama aimed at pres-
suring lawmakers or moving forward 
without their help. — AP

Plan would lift wages of home care workers

http://www.rachelstable.org
http://www.fiftyplusadvocate.com
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Longevity insurance: Old-age money protection

Money Matters Sponsored by:

By Dave Carpenter 

CHICAGO —

Odds are growing that you’ll live past 
85. But will your money last that long? 
And what if you make it to 95 or 100?

With lifespans lengthening, those nearing 
retirement may want to consider financial 
protection to guard against the possibility of 
outliving their money.

It’s now increasingly available in the form 
of longevity insurance, which usually involves 
giving a sum of money to an insurer in your 
60s in exchange for monthly payments that 
start at 80 or 85 and continue for the rest of 
your life.

The little-known financial product is gain-
ing new attention at a time when few have 
pensions and Congress is discussing changes 
to Social Security that could reduce future 
benefits. New York Life Insurance Co. began 
offering a policy in July, joining a handful of 
others including MetLife, Symetra Financial 
and The Hartford.

But it’s not just about insurance companies 
looking to make money off aging baby boom-
ers. Retirement experts and some financial 
advisers say it can make a lot of sense for 
those who have enough savings to be able to 
spare a small portion in exchange for future 
monthly income that they can’t outlive.

“This is something that people ought to be 
thinking about as they approach retirement,” 
said Anthony Webb, research economist for 

the Center for Retirement Research at Boston 
College.

Longevity insurance is the relatively new 
term for an annuity designed to cover the 
latter years of retirement. An annuity is an 
investment product in which you typically 
pay an insurance company a lump sum and 
get back a stream of payments for life.

Certain annuities have sullied the category 
name for being complex and loaded with fees 
— mostly variable 
annuities, where 
the value can sink 
with stock market 
declines. But more 
financial advisers are 
touting annuities as 
a way to receive the 
guaranteed lifetime 
income that pen-
sions once provided.

With the longev-
ity annuity, income 
is fixed and starts at a specified future age, 
frequently 85.

Under MetLife’s “maximum income” ver-
sion, for example, a woman who buys 
longevity insurance with a $100,000 lump 
sum at age 65 could receive annual income 
of $59,010 starting at 85. That wouldn’t be 
enough to cover a year of nursing home care, 
but as supplementary income it would go a 
long way toward covering living expenses.

Payouts are higher for men because of 

shorter average lifespans. A 65-year-old man 
purchasing $100,000 of insurance would get 
$73,580 annually from MetLife starting at 85.

If you die before payments start, the money 
you gave the insurance company is gone.

The insurers do offer alternate versions that 
guarantee death benefits to heirs, allow clients 
to start collecting income whenever they need 
it, even let them out of the contract. But those 
conditions can double the price paid.

Buying this 
protection serves 
dual purposes. 
It ensures a pre-
dictable stream of 
income for your 
later years, remov-
ing worries about 
having to depend 
on family mem-
bers for financial 
assistance. And 
defining the exact 

time period that savings have to cover — say, 
from age 65 to 85 — allows retirees to spend 
more confidently and invest more aggressively 
without fear of running out later.

“If you have one of these that kicks in at 
85, it becomes a much simpler problem of 
how to spend down one’s wealth,” said Webb.

The big downside, of course, is giving a 
pile of money to an insurer and hoping you 
and the company both are around in 20 
years or whenever the benefits start flowing. 

Your best bet is to find a company with the 
best ratings by A.M. Best, Fitch, Moody’s and 
Standard & Poor’s.

Demand for this insurance is low so far. 
But rising life expectancy should help it grow. 
After all, for a reasonably healthy 65-year-old 
couple’s chances are 63 percent that one of 
them will live until 90, 36 percent that one 
will make it to 95 and 14 percent that one 
will reach 100, according to the Society of 
Actuaries.

The key is to remember it’s an insurance 
policy and not an investment.

Jason Scott, managing director of the 
Financial Engines Retiree Research Center, 
calls longevity insurance an efficient way of 
handling the risk of living a long time. “It’s 
really expensive for an individual to plan for 
a life that might last to 100,” he said.

Dallas Salisbury, 62, had no qualms about 
buying longevity insurance three years ago 
that won’t pay him a cent until his 85th 
birthday in 2034.

His health and family history both sug-
gest that Salisbury, who is president of 
the Employee Benefit Research Institute in 
Washington, D.C., has an excellent chance 
of cashing in. Both parents lived past 93, and 
an aunt reached 104. He said he’ll recoup his 
original cost, not counting inflation, after a 
year of payments. And if he makes to 90, 
he’ll have reaped a 10 percent annual return 

http://www.centralfcu.com
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on his money.
But even more important in his decision, 

he said, was the chance to lock in long-term 
financial certainty at a modest cost. He and  
his wife bought longevity policies with dif-
ferent insurers, spending 10 percent of their 
investment portfolio at the time. That means 
they can decide what to do with 90 percent 
of their assets between now and age 85 
without worrying about holding back money 
for an indefinite number of years beyond life 
expectancy.

“Paying 10 percent for that type of cer-
tainty to me is worth it,” he said. “If you want 

to protect yourself against living a long time 
and running out of money, the only way of 
doing it is where someone else takes on that 
longevity risk.”

Longevity insurance should interest those 
of somewhat above-average income — rough-
ly the 60th through 95th percentiles of the 
population, according to Webb, who also 
suggests buying some form of inflation pro-
tection with the policy.

Those from families with a history of 
longevity, are particularly good candidates for 
it. Even those who find it a good fit for their 
finances, however, aren’t advised to spend any 
more than 15 to 20 percent of their assets. 
And while the price is lower if you buy it 
younger, most experts don’t recommend get-
ting coverage until you’re in your 60s. — AP

➤ Insurance
Cont. from page 24 Do You Want to  
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By Linda T. Cammuso

The new Massachusetts Uniform 
Probate Code (MUPC) was signed 
into law several years ago and several 

important and significant changes took effect 
on Jan. 2. The new legislation is designed to 
simplify, streamline and clarify the probate 
process. In certain cases it will require less 
court supervision and estate resolution will 

be quicker and be less 
costly, at least in theory.

Among the many 
changes, terminology 
has been streamlined and 

modernized. Previously, probate forms and 
terminology were different for those who 
died with a will (testate) and for those who 
passed without one (intestate). There will no 
longer be a confusing distinction between 
executor and administrator; the term now 
used to identify the person assigned by 
the court to manage the estate is personal 
representative. 

The laws of intestate distribution, which 
apply when someone dies without a will, 
have also changed and will particularly 
impact the blended family — i.e., mar-
riages in which the spouses have children 
from prior unions and may have children 
together.

Under the former law, if a person died 
intestate (without a will) and was survived 
by a spouse: 

Another important chapter in state’s probate code
•If the decedent had descendants (chil-

dren or grandchildren), the surviving spouse 
took only half the estate and the descendants 
took the remaining half.

•If the decedent had no descendants, the 
surviving spouse took the first $200,000, 
and then split the remainder with the dece-
dent’s heirs at law (blood relatives). 

Under the new law, for intestate estates 
with surviving spouses: 

•If the decedent is not survived by par-
ents or descendents, the surviving spouse 
takes the entire estate. There is an exception, 
though: If the surviving spouse has descen-
dants from a prior relationship (i.e. not of 
the decedent), the surviving spouse takes 
the first $100,000 plus half the remaining 
estate, and the other half goes to the dece-
dent’s nearest heirs at law (blood relatives).

•If the decedent is survived by descen-
dents, the surviving spouse takes the entire 
estate. The exception to this rule is: If any 
of the descendants are not common to the 
decedent and the surviving spouse (i.e. 
either the decedent of the surviving spouse 
has descendants from a prior relationship), 
the surviving spouse takes the first $100,000 
plus half the remaining estate, and the 
decedent’s descendants take the other half.

The new Massachusetts Uniform Probate 
Code expands the rights of a surviving 
spouse and at the same time acknowl-
edges the reality of blended families. These 
changes highlight the facts that 1) estate 
planning is not a one-size-fits-all process 
and 2) creating a customized estate plan 
with a skilled estate-planning attorney is 
more important than ever. 

The next question: have these changes 
made your will obsolete or ineffective? 
Although the new law does not invalidate 
old wills, your will may rely on default pro-
visions in the law (e.g. definitions of who is 
defined as a kindred, descendant, heir at law, 
etc.) that are now different. The short answer 
is, if you’re not certain of the law’s effect on 
your will, you should have it reviewed by a 
qualified estate planning attorney. 

Linda T. Cammuso, a founding partner at 
Estate Preservation Law Offices and an estate 
planning professional, has extensive experience 
in estate planning, elder law and long-term care
planning. Linda may be reached at www.estate
preservationlaw.com or by calling 508-751-
5010. Archives of articles from previous issues 
may be read at www.fiftyplusadvocate.com.

Legal Briefs

WILLS page 27

By Jennifer C. Kerr

WASHINGTON —

Many baby boomers don’t have 
end-of-life legal documents such 
as a living will — and some say 

it’s because they feel healthy and young in 
their middle-age years and don’t need to 
dwell on death.

An Associated Press-LifeGoesStrong.
com poll found that 64 percent of boom-
ers — those born between 1946 and 
1964 — say they don’t have a health care 
proxy or living will. Those documents 
would guide medical decisions should a 
patient be unable to communicate with 

doctors.
“I’m very healthy for my age,” said 

Mary McGee, 53, of Archbald, Pa. “So, 
death and dying isn’t on my mind a lot.”

McGee, a computer programmer, exer-
cises five to seven days a week, engaging 
in everything from aerobics to kickbox-
ing, and her parents are alive and healthy.

The same goes for 57-year-old Sandy 

Morgan in Richmond, Va., a retired teach-
er who is working part time for an execu-
tive search firm.

“I don’t think of myself in terms of my 
age group,” said Morgan, who runs three 
miles a day twice a week, practices yoga 
twice a week and takes part in a rigorous 
fitness boot camp twice a week. Her par-
ents, in their early 80s, are healthy, too — 
so living wills aren’t on her radar.

“I just feel like it’s something I’ll prob-
ably think about in my late 60s or 70s,” 
she said.

A living will spells out a patient’s wish-

“I’m very healthy for my age 
So, death and dying isn’t on 

my mind a lot.” 
Mary McGee

Many boomers avoid living wills, say they’re young

http://www.estate
http://www.fiftyplusadvocate.com
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Estate Preservation Law Offices
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“What happens if 
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es for medical care if he or she is unable 
to communicate with doctors.

The health care proxy, also known as 
a health care power of attorney, allows 
an individual to select a person he or she 
trusts to make decisions about medical 
care should the patient become incapaci-
tated.

Kathy Brandt said living wills and 
health care proxies are a good idea for 
everyone whether they are 
healthy and young or older 
and not so healthy.

Brandt, a senior vice 
president at the National 
Hospice and Palliative 
Care Organization, said the 
two documents can spare 
families a painful fight and 
ensure that patients receive 
— or don’t receive — the 
medical treatment they wish 
should they end up in a 
situation where they can’t 
speak for themselves.

The living will is not “all 
or nothing,” said Brandt. A 
person could say he or she 
wants everything, something 
or nothing. For example, 
one person may want heroic 
measures taken to prolong 
life, while another may want to be resus-
citated but decide against being depen-
dent on breathing machines long-term.

Brandt pointed to high-profile cases 
such as the Florida family fight over Terri 
Schiavo as a smart reason to draft a living 
will and health care proxy.

At 26, Schiavo collapsed at her St. 
Petersburg home in 1990 with no end-of-
life care instructions in writing. Her heart 
stopped and she suffered what doctors 
said was irreversible brain damage that 
left her in a permanent vegetative state. 
Her husband said his wife would not 
have wanted to live in a vegetative state; 
her parents wanted her kept alive.

What ensued was a years-long legal 
battle that involved dozens of judges 
in numerous jurisdictions, including 
the U.S. Supreme Court, and Congress. 
Schiavo’s feeding tube was ordered 
removed in 2005. About two weeks later, 
she died.

Each state has its own forms for prox-

ies and living wills, said Brandt. And 
while it’s a legal document, she said, you 
don’t need an attorney to draft one. The 
forms need to be witnessed, but that’s 
it. She advises giving copies to plenty of 
people — family, friends, colleagues — so 
a person’s wishes are well-known.

For baby boomer William Walsh in 
Petersburg, Va., drafting a living will 
hasn’t crossed his mind.

“I just haven’t really thought about 
it to tell you the truth,” said Walsh, 61. 
“You always think something is going to 
happen to the other guy, not you.”

Walsh said no one in his family has 
ever needed one, but also said he might 
give the idea more thought.

The AP-LifeGoesStrong.com poll was 
conducted June 3-12 by Knowledge 
Networks of Palo Alto, Calif., and 
involved online interviews with 1,416 
adults, including 1,078 baby boomers. 
The margin of sampling error for results 
from the boomers is plus or minus 3.3 
percentage points.

Knowledge Networks used traditional 
telephone and mail sampling methods 
to randomly recruit respondents. People 
selected who had no Internet access were 
given it for free.

AP Polling Director Trevor Tompson, 
Deputy Polling Director Jennifer Agiesta 
and News Survey Specialist Dennis Junius 
contributed to this report. — AP

Online: surveys.ap.org; family.lifegoess-
trong.com/most-midlifers-do-not-have-living-
will.

➤ Wills
Cont. from page 26

Terri Schiavo is a case in point
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Home Improvement 

By Melissa Rayworth 

It’s a reality of our fragile economy: 
Many homeowners who dream of the 
perfect kitchen or master bath are putting 
full-scale renovation on hold in favor of 
more limited changes.

“What’s on everyone’s minds is making 
the space feel a little better and function a 
little better until you can reach the ultimate 
kitchen or bath that you want,” said Danny 
Lipford, host of the nationally syndicated 
home-improvement radio show Homefront 
with Danny Lipford. He said he often hears 
from listeners planning smaller redecorat-
ing projects to tide them over until real 
renovation fits in their budgets.

But which small projects are worth it if 
you’re going to remodel the space within 
just a few years?

Choose projects that offer big change 
at little cost, or that serve as first steps 
toward eventual full-scale renovation, said 
Sabrina Soto, designer and host of HGTV’s 
series The High Low Project.

Lipford suggests making changes to 
the biggest surfaces in a room, such as 
countertops or floors. Old laminate coun-
tertops can now be painted for less than 
$50, he said, and the results look surpris-
ingly good. Using a type of paint sold in 
a kit (Lipford recommends one found at 
Gianigranite.com), homeowners can paint 

over the old countertop and then seal it 
with a coating that mimics the look and 
solid feel of laminate.

Tanya Memme, host of A&E’s Sell This 
House, agrees that big surfaces are a good 
place to start. “Any 
room will look bad 
if the floors aren’t 
in decent shape,” 
she said.

Cover a soon-to-
be-replaced wood 
or tile floor with a 
colorful new rug, 
or put down peel-
and-stick vinyl tiles. 
Good quality vinyl 
tiles resembling 
granite can cost 
several hundred dollars if you’re cover-
ing a full kitchen floor. But the change is 
dramatic, so it may be worthwhile even 
for just a few years of use.

Old ceramic tile floors and tile walls 
can get a facelift for just a few dollars if 
you use grout stain, Lipford said. You can 
make dingy grout a pristine white again 
or change it to a new color that contrasts 
with your old tile.

Memme suggests adding a tile back-
splash to a kitchen wall for a burst of 
new style. Do it yourself to save money. 
“It might seem difficult to put up tile,” 

she said, “but actually it’s very easy to 
do.” Small tiles come on a mesh sheet, so 
you’re not placing each one.

Another way to bring big change to walls: 
Michael Hydeck, president of the National 

Association of 
the Remodeling 
Industry, suggests 
painting with dif-
ferent textures. Try 
a faux finish like 
granite or marble, 
or buy the same 
shade of paint in 
two different fin-
ishes — one shiny 
and one matte — 
and paint alternat-
ing stripes in each.

Installing under-cabinet or over-cabinet 
lighting probably isn’t wise if you’ll be 
removing the cabinets in a year or two, 
Hydeck noted. But a new ceiling light can 
be installed now and still be used when 
kitchens or bathrooms are renovated.

Changing window treatments also can 
change a room’s lighting and bring in fresh 
color. “Everybody gets used to what’s up 
on their windows,” Memme said, “because 
they’ve been living with it. They don’t see 
the wear and tear.” Remove old blinds 
or shades and replace them with inex-
pensive curtains.

Soto suggests phasing in new major 
appliances ahead of a full kitchen reno-
vation. If need be, they can be relocated 
elsewhere in the room once the remodel-
ing is done. She also suggests buying new 
countertop appliances, such as microwaves 
or toaster ovens, now, with the anticipated 
redesign of the kitchen in mind.

If you can’t replace appliances now but 
are craving change, Lipford said appliance 
paint is available from Rustoleum and 
other companies. It can give new life to 
an old refrigerator or dishwasher, and is 
easy to apply yourself.

Small items such as drawer pulls, elec-
trical switch plates and doorknobs can 
easily be changed. Swap out old knobs 
for new door handles, switch from brass 
to nickel, or bring in jeweled or glass or 
ceramic pieces for added style.

Faucets also can be changed now and 
then re-used when you eventually replace 
the entire sink.

Old glass shower doors can be removed 
relatively easily and replaced by a styl-
ish fabric shower curtain. Swap out old 
kitchen chairs with cool, flea-market finds, 
or recover chair cushions yourself with a 
few yards of new fabric.

Replace a dated bathroom mirror with 
an inexpensive framed one, or build 
your own frame with strips of molding. 
— AP

Small home renovations buy time

http://www.totalaccessne.com
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With more than a decade in 
service, AseraCare Hospice 
is dedicated to providing a 
gentle, holistic approach at 
the end of life.

At AseraCare, it is our 
privilege, our duty and our 
commitment to serve our 
patients and their families with 
respect and dignity.

This is our life’s work.
This is our promise.

AseraCare Hospice Worcester
4 Mount Royal Ave, Suite 110
Marlborough, MA 01752
508-786-3071
800-499-1734
fax: 508-485-5305 

AseraCare Hospice Boston
40 Washington Street, Suite 100
Wellesley, MA 02481
781-235-0203
800-310-4282
fax: 781-235-4260

The Promise  
of Dignity.

Comfort and Compassion for Patients and Families When They Need It Most.
AseraCare Hospice welcomes all persons in need of its services and does not discriminate on the basis of age, disability, race, color, national 
origin, ancestry, religion, sex, or source of payment. AHS-06747-10-MP
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www.hospice.aseracare.com
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TODAY!

By Kristen Alberino

With the new year, many people 
put together lists of goals and 
resolutions. Here are some finan-

cial resolutions that you may find worth 
keeping.

Think about retirement. Whether you’re 
26 and beginning a career or 62 and thinking 
about the best time to stop working, give 
some thought to what your retirement plan 

will be. 

Social Security is the 
largest source of income 

for older Americans today, but it was never 
intended to be the only source of retirement 
income. You also will need savings, invest-
ments, pensions or retirement accounts to 
ensure a comfortable retirement. The earlier 
a person begins financial planning, the better 
he or she will be. For tips to help save, visit 
www.mymoney.gov.

Plan ahead: The best way to begin plan-
ning for retirement is by using the free 
resources provided by Social Security. Start 
by using our Retirement Estimator, where 
you can get a personalized, instant estimate 
of your future retirement benefits using dif-
ferent retirement ages and scenarios. 

Visit the Retirement Estimator at www.
socialsecurity.gov/estimator.

Make sure to have all your numbers. 
While tax season may seem far away, now is 
the time that many taxpayers start gathering 
records and documentation for filing tax 
returns. One of the most important things 
you need is a Social Security number for 
everyone whom you will claim as a depen-
dent. If you don’t have a number for one of 
your dependents, you need to apply now 
to have the Social Security number in time 
to file your tax return. Learn more at www.
socialsecurity.gov/ssnumber.

Help a loved one: Sometimes we get 
the most satisfaction from helping another 
person. If you have a grandparent, parent, 
relative or friend who could benefit from 
Social Security, share the website and online 
services with them. At www.socialsecurity.
gov, you can even help a loved one apply for 
retirement or Medicare benefits — or find 
assistance with Medicare prescription drug 
costs in as little as 10 minutes. 

Kristen Alberino is a Social Security public 
affairs specialist in Quincy. She can be reached 
at 866-563-9617 ext 23005.

Social 
Security

Some financial resolutions 
worth keeping this year

Social Security is the largest 
source of income for older 

Americans today, but it was 
never intended to be.

http://www.hospice.aseracare.com
http://www.fiftyplusadvocate.com
http://www.fiftyplusadvocate.com
http://www.mymoney.gov
http://www.socialsecurity.gov/estimator
http://www.socialsecurity.gov/estimator
http://www.socialsecurity.gov/ssnumber
http://www.socialsecurity.gov/ssnumber
http://www.socialsecurity
http://www.brightstarcare.com
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Many Veterans and spouses qualify for a little known VA 
benefit designed to help them stay at home and out of a 
nursing home.  It can also pay for assisted living.  The 
benefit ranges from $1,056 a month for widows to about 
$1,950 a month for couples.  Our FREE report outlines the 
benefit and what it takes to qualify.  Call now for your free 
special report. 

Call anytime 1-508-281-7900 

 ESTATE PLANNING AND ELDER LAW
 PUZZLES WORTH SOLVING

56 CENTRAL STREET, SOUTHBOROUGH, MA 01745
WWW.INGLELAW.COM

TRACEY A. L. INGLE, ESQ.

THE $1,950 A MONTH
BENEFIT FOR VETERANS
THE VA DOESN’T WANT
YOU TO KNOW ABOUT.

56 CENTRAL STREET, SOUTHBOROUGH, MA 01745

www.INGLELAW.COM

MAIL TO: Worcester County Memorial Park,  
217 Richards Ave., Paxton, MA 01612

Name:

Address:

City:     Zip Code:

Phone:     Married:  ❒ Yes    ❒ No

DETAILS  
ARE  

FREE

We have created 12 buildings in our Heritage Garden, 

each offering a unique way to honor a loved ones 

memory. These buildings honor a person’s life and 

memory, in a way that future generations would have 

a site to visit and reflect on where they came from.

      It is your choice with cremations to 

have the remains placed in a traditional 

in-ground burial or in the mausoleum.

 Our free booklet will explain all 

of your cremation options and if this 

choice fits your needs.

     

hav

in-

of

ch

Mail this Coupon or call  
508-791-0350 for FREE,  

No Obligation Information.

Free Booklet on What Every Family  
Should Know about Cremation!

When people leave the hospital, they often need continued care 
in order to recover completely. That’s where we come in.

At Hillcrest Nursing and Rehabilitation Center and River 
Terrace Healthcare we provide pulmonary care, orthopedic 
services and specialized short-term inpatient rehabilitation for 
patients recuperating from surgery or other procedures, bridging 
the gap between hospital and home. Patients are provided with 
a full range of medical, rehabilitative and social services to treat 
and support their needs. 

You can also relax in your room between therapy sessions with 
in-room movies on portable DVD players, a Wii gaming system 
and laptop internet access.

To learn more, we invite you to visit us in person or online.

A Bridge From  
Hospital to Home

Hillcrest Nursing and Rehabilitation Center 
94 Summer Street  Fitchburg, MA 01420 
978.343.3530  www.hillcrestcenter.com

River Terrace Healthcare 
1675 Main Street  Lancaster, MA 01523  
978.365.4537  www.riverterracehc.com
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